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x`g ea=ky;] Hkkjr ljdkj Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India

Sandeep Mittal, I.P.S.,               03.11.2016

Director

PREFACE

During the DGsP/IGsP Conference-2015, a decision was taken regarding

“Development of Institutional mechanism for bringing technological developments
in various fields of Forensic Science, Investigation and Criminology taking place
in Forensic Science University, Police Universities, Police Training Centres and
at other such institutions/ places, at one place so that the new techniques can be
used in Police functioning.” This was listed as Recommendation No. 70 of the

Recommendations of this Conference.

In this connection, all DGSP of States/UTs / CPOs, Directors of Central Forensic
Science Laboratories/State Forensic Science Laboratories, Director General of

Forensic Science and Police Universities, Vice-Chancellors of Universities (where

Forensic Science and Criminology are taught), were contacted by sending Wireless
Messages on 27 May, 2016 to all concerned and five reminders were also issued

subsequently.

Only some organisations responded and few replies have been received. In
order to discuss these Innovations, a Committee was formed and meeting was held

on 5th October, 2016 at NICFS. These innovations have been compiled in this small

booklet. I hope various Innovative Ideas/Technologies given in this booklet will
prove useful in police functioning. The contact details of the persons responsible

for these innovations are also given and these nodal officers may be contacted for

further details.

To initiate an institutional mechanism, this compilation is also being uploaded

on CCTNS Portal and all the States/UTs are requested to upload the same on their

CCTNS Portal with restricted departmental access.

The Organisations who have not responded to our request have been requested

again. As and when their replies are received, another compilation will be issued.

Sd/-

(Sandeep Mittal )

Rohini, Sector-3, Outer Ring Road, Delhi -110085 EPBAX Nos. 275l4161, 27511580
FAX No. 27511571

Website : www.nicfs.nic.in

All replies
must be

addressed
only to

‘Director’





LNJN NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
CRIMINOLOGY AND FORENSIC SCIENCE

Name of Nodal Officer : Shri Sanjeev Kumar
Designation : Sr. Scientific Assistant
Mobile Number : 9810674532
Email : admn.nicfs@nic.in
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LNJN NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CRIMINOLOGY AND FORENSIC SCIENCE

x`g ea=ky;] Hkkjr ljdkj Ministry of Home Affairs, Government of India

Sandeep Mittal, I.P.S.,               14.10.2016

Director-in-Charge

A book titled “A Forensic Guide for Crime Investigators: Standard Operating

Procedures” published by NICFS is enclosed for your kind perusal.

This comprehensive book, which comprises of 721 A4 size pages, gives relevant

sections of law, crime statistics, crime scene management, crime scene kit, search

procedure, potential evidence, preservation, packaging, transportation to laboratory,

sample queries for laboratories, Do’s & Don’ts, precautions, case studies,

photographs and references for each type of crime.

It is proposed that in the first phase the books will be given to all DsGP, Heads of

Crime Branch of PHQ, Heads of Training Branch of PHQ, Heads of Police Training

Academy, Heads of Police Training College and District SsP.

It is requested that arrangement may kindly be done to receive the required number

of copies from NICFS. Meanwhile , a soft PDF of the book is available on CCTNS

Nodal Officers section of NCRB portal for uploading the same on State CCTNS

Server.

The Nodal Officer of this Institute, Shri Sanjeev Kumar, Sr. Scientific Assistant,

Mobile: 9810674532 may be contacted regarding collection of SOP books from the

Institute.

Encls: As above Yours Sincerely

To Sd/-

All State DsGP (Sandeep Mittal)

All replies
must be

addressed
only to

‘Director’

Rohini, Sector-3, Outer Ring Road, Delhi -110085 EPBAX Nos. 275l4161, 27511580
FAX No. 27511571

Website : www.nicfs.nic.in
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FOREWORD

The advances in science and technology are increasingly enhancing
the role of forensic science and scientific aids in criminal investigation.
This is a positive trend as it strengthens the much needed objectivity
of investigation, thereby enhancing the credibility of investigation pro-
cess and improving probability of bringing offenders to justice.

The LNJN National Institute of Criminology and Forensic Science
has come out with a timely compilation of SOPs for collection of
physical and digital evidence in a wide variety of crime scenarios. A
noteworthy aspect of this forensic guide is that the legal provisions
relevant to each crime situation have been well explained making it a
portable vade mecum for investigators, prosecutors, defence counsels,
forensic scientists, judges, students and interested laymen. The material
has been well-compiled and produced in a user-friendly manner.

The compendium is going to be a valuable companion for the
criminal justice community in ascertainment of truth and fixation of
culpability. I complement Smt. Rina Mitra, Ex. Director, LNJN National
Institute of Criminology and Forensic Science (NICFS) and Shri D.M.
Mitra, the present Director for having taken keen interest in producing
such a useful compendium.

(ANIL SINHA)
Director

Central Bureau of Investigation
New Delhi
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PREFACE

The scope and importance of forensic evidence has been increasing
over the years. On one hand, with the expansion of technology, new types
of crime such as internet based crime, computer aided crime, etc., have
emerged as a major challenge to the law enforcement agencies. Conse-
quently, forensic science has also expanded into new areas like computer
forensics. On the other hand, there is increasing demand and reliance on
forensic evidence by courts and opinion makers. In the recent past, courts
have relied on forensic evidence over oral evidence for conviction. There-
fore, investigating agencies are expected to not only collect newer types of
evidences but also to strive to get relevant and convincing forensic evi-
dence to satisfy the courts as well as other stakeholders like the press, civil
society and  political leadership.

Each type of forensic evidence requires relevant method for collec-
tion, handling, packing and forwarding the physical evidence for forensic
examination. However, crucial a forensic evidence may be, any anomaly
in the way it was collected and handled could lead to destruction of its
evidentiary value. Forensic evidence can be severely damaged due to
shortcoming of any of the aspects. While Investigating officers (I.Os)
try to collect physical evidence for forensic examination, often they are
not aware of the exact procedure and also relevant queries.  Investi-
gating Officers need to know the correct procedure for each type of
forensic evidence at the time of collection and also queries that could
be made for the expert’s opinion.

Though there is a tendency to send specialized officers for collection of
forensic evidence, it is neither necessary nor practical for the team to reach
each and every place. Therefore, the I.O. himself/herself should be ca-
pable of handling physical evidence.

However, looking at the vast range of physical evidences that need
forensic examination, it is not possible for an I.O. to remember the correct
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procedure in detail. Therefore, it was felt that a handbook on Standard
Operating Procedures (SOPs) should be available to the I.O. for their ready
reference. This handbook tries to fulfill the long felt need of the investigat-
ing agencies. It will be useful not only for I.Os. but also judicial officers and
prosecutors. This is a maiden attempt by NICFS intended to empower dif-
ferent agencies of the criminal justice system and bridge the gap between
technical and non-technical officials in the criminal justice system.

While drafting the chapters of this voluminous work,  care has been
taken and chapters have not only been reviewed by the internal faculty but
also vetted by external experts on the relevant subject. Effort has also been
made to make the book user friendly and thus empower the I.Os. with basic
understanding of the type of crime and investigation they would handle.
Forensic Science is also a growing discipline.Vital suggestions received from
the users, the state police or investigation agencies under the central gov-
ernment, trainers as well as heads of training institutions may need to be
incorporated in the next edition.

This SOP may not be all inclusive. However, due to technology growing
at rapid pace, the suggestions in the SOP are best examined in the context
of current technology and practices prevalent in the country. Besides, each
case is unique; therefore it may require action other than those described in
the related chapter. Therefore, users may have to refer to the other chap-
ters also for the appropriate forensic tool that suits them.

This handbook also provides model queries that the I.O. needs to ask
the forensic experts and medico legal experts. This book on Standard Oper-
ating Procedure (SOP) is for ready reference only and doesn’t claim the
absolute necessity or correctness of the prescribed procedure.

D.M. MITRA, IPS
Director

LNJN NICFS
New Delhi
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Police Departments
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1.  Prologue

This document is framed within the framework and guidelines for use
of Social Media for Government Organizations issued by Department of
Electronics and Information Technology (DeitY), Government of India, New
Delhi in 2012. However, in view of specialised needs of police agencies, a
draft model policy on use of Social Media by the Officers of Police
Department is proposed.

2.  Objectives

2.1 Secure use of Social Media for crime prevention and as a tool for
maintenance of law and order.

2.2 Streamline the process of dialogue with community on issues concerning
the public.

2.3 Collection of open source information.

2.4 Guidance to youth on various contemporary issues.

2.5 The policy recognizes that the Social Media tools play important role in
personal life of police personal which can have consequences in
discharge of their official duties.

1 Director, LNJN NICFS (MHA), Delhi – 110085
2 Deputy Inspector General of Police, LNJN NICFS (MHA), Delhi – 110085
3 Senior Faculty (Documents), LNJN NICFS (MHA), Delhi – 110085
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2.6 Precautions and prohibitions of Social Media use by department personal.

3. Types of Social Media

3.1 Blog: A self-published diary or commentary on a particular topic that
may allow visitors to post responses, reactions, or comments. The term
is short for “Web log.”

3.2 Page: The specific portion of a social media website where content is
displayed, and managed by an individual or individuals with administrator
rights.

3.3 Post: Content an individual shares on a social media site or the act of
publishing content on a site.

3.4 Profile: Information that a user provides about himself or herself on a
social networking site.

3.5 Social Media: A category of Internet-based resources that integrate
user-generated content and user participation. This includes, but is not
limited to, social networking sites (Facebook, My Space), microblogging
sites (Twitter, Nixle), photo- and video-sharing sites (Flickr, YouTube),
wikis (Wikipedia), blogs, and news sites (Digg, Reddit).

3.6 Social Networks: Online platforms where users can create profiles,
share information, and socialize with others using a range of
technologies.

3.7 Speech: Expression or communication of thoughts or opinions in spoken
words, in writing, by expressive conduct, symbolism, photographs,
videotape, or related forms of communication.

3.8 Web 2.0: The second generation of the World Wide Web focused on
shareable, user-generated content, rather than static web pages.  Some
use this term interchangeably with social media.

3.9 Wiki: Web page(s) that can be edited collaboratively.
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3.10 Instagram: An Online mobile photo & video sharing and social
networking service.

3.11 Viber: Mobile application for making phone calls and sending text
messages to its users.

3.12 Skype: An application for spoken conversation with someone over
the internet using software and also by webcam and many more.

4. Official use of Social Media

The accounts may be used as:-

4.1 Account may be created using Government e-mail IDs only by
authorized person of the department.

4.2  Provision for verification may be enabled and “verified” tag should be
displayed on the web page.

4.3 Appropriate mechanism be implemented to archieve the data and other
information posted on the social media site.

4.4 As most of the social media platforms are located outside India, due
diligence should be observed while signing agreements with social media
service providers to abide by existing laws and requirements under
such laws regarding data protection, privacy, security, archiving etc.

4.5  Identify an appropriate strategy/platform for official presence of police
department on Online Social Media.

4.5.1 each social media page shall include an introductory statement
that clearly specifies the purpose and scope of the Departments’
presence.

4.5.2 give links to the Department’s official website.
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4.5.3 separate page(s) shall be designed for youth, citizens, police, IT
professionals by the authorized representative nominated by
Director General of Police and shall be administered by IT
services department.

4.5.4 all social media pages should have the contact information of
Department prominently displayed.

4.5.5 the email, Facebook, Twitter etc accounts should be verified and
maintained by authorized persons and ‘Verified’ tag should be
displayed on the web page.

4.5.6 social media content shall adhere to applicable laws, regulations,
and policies, including all information technology and records
management policies.

(a) Contents must be managed, stored and retrieved to comply
with e-discovery laws and policies as per IT Act, 2000(as
amended).

(b) Contents should be bilingual/ multilingual to make it user friendly.

(c) Appropriate data archival mechanism should be implemented.

(d)  Social media pages should state that the opinions expressed
by visitors to the page(s) do not reflect the opinions of the
Department.

(e) Posted comments will be monitored and that the department
reserves the right to remove obscenities, irrelevant comments
and personal attacks.

(f) Any content posted or submitted for posting is subject to public
disclosure under Right to Information Act, 2005.
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(g) State clearly that this page is not for reporting crimes. For
reporting crimes dial 100 or contact the jurisdictional Police
Station.

5. Department personnel representing the department via social
media shall;

5.1 Conduct themselves at all times as representatives of the department
and, accordingly, shall adhere to all the department conduct rules and
protocols.

5.2 Identify themselves as a member of the department by designation.

5.3 Not comments about any suspect or arrestee, or criminal cases pending
prosecutions.

5.4 Not post, transmit, or otherwise communicate confidential information,
including photographs or videos, related to department training, activities
etc. without expressing written permission of competent authority.

5.5 Not conduct political activities.

5.6 Not use department computers to access social media for personal use
without authorization.

5.7 Not use personal devices to manage the department’s social media
activities or in the course of official duties without expressing written
permission of competent authority.

5.8 Observe and abide by all copyright, trademarks, related restrictions in
posting materials to electronic media.

6. Potential Uses

6.1 Social media is a valuable investigative tool in investigation of missing
persons, wanted persons, Organised Gangs, Cyber Crimes, photos or
videos of a crime posted online.
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6.2 Social media can be used for community policing and engagement by
providing crime prevention tips; offering online-reporting opportunities;
crime trends, inviting information about unsolved crimes (i.e., Crime
stoppers etc.).

6.3 Social media can be used to announce road closures and diversions,
traffic jams, and dissemination of correct information during special
events, weather emergencies, and riots etc.

6.4 Persons seeking employment and volunteer positions use the Internet
to search for opportunities, and social media can be a valuable
recruitment guidance mechanism.

7. Personal Use

Precautions and Prohibitions

Members of police force shall abide by the following when using social
media in their personal capacity.

7.1   Department personnel are free to express themselves as private citizens
on social media sites to the degree that their speech does not breach
Police Department’s functioning including loyalty, confidentiality,
performance of duties, discipline and harmony in police force and the
public perception about police department.

7.2  As public servants, members of police force are cautioned that speech
on- or off-duty, made pursuant to their official duties may form the
basis for discipline if deemed violative of conduct rules. Members of
police force should assume that their speech and related activity on
social media sites will reflect upon their office and their department.

7.3 Department personnel shall not post, transmit, or otherwise disseminate
any information to which they have access as a result of their
employment without the written permission from the competent
authority.
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7.4 Department personnel are cautioned not to disclose their employment
with this department nor shall they post information pertaining to any
other member of the department without their permission. As such,
department personnel are cautioned not to;

7.4.1 display department logos, uniforms, or formation signs on personal
web pages.

7.4.2 post personal photographs or provide similar means of personal
recognition that may cause them to be identified as a police officer
of this department.

7.5 When using social media, department personnel should remember that
their posts becomes part of the worldwide web. Therefore, adherence
to the department’s code of conduct is required in the personal use of
social media. The department personnel are prohibited from posting;

7.5.1 speech containing obscene or sexually explicit language, images,
or acts and statements or other forms of speech that ridicule,
malign, disparage, or otherwise express bias against any caste,
any class/community, any religion, or any protected class.

7.5.2 speech involving themselves or other department personnel
reflecting irresponsible and unacceptable behavior as normal
personal/social and department norms.

7.6 Engaging in prohibited speech that may provide grounds for discrediting
the investigation in criminal proceedings resulting in miscarriage of
justice.

7.7  Members of Police Force may not divulge information gained by virtue
of their office.

7.8  Members of Police Force should be aware that they may be subject to
civil litigation for
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7.8.1 publishing or posting false information that harms the reputation
of another person, group, or organization (defamation);

7.8.2 publishing or posting private facts and personal information about
someone without their permission that has not been previously
revealed to the public, is not for public cause and would be
offensive to a reasonable person;

7.8.3 using someone else’s name, likeness, or other personal attributes
without that person’s permission, or

7.8.4 publishing the creative work of another, trademarks, copy rights,
or certain confidential business information without the permission
of the owner.

7.9 Department personnel should be aware that whatever be the privacy
settings of social media sites, they should never assume that personal
information posted on such sites is protected.

7.10 Department personnel are informed that any information created,
transmitted, downloaded, exchanged, or discussed in a public online
forum may be accessed by the department at any time without prior
notice.

7.11 Reporting violations -any employee becoming aware of or having
knowledge of a posting or of any website or web page in violation of
the provision of this policy shall notify his or her supervisor immediately
for follow-up action.

8. Legal Aspects

The moment Police Department provide social media platforms, public
websites, public portals/facilities on their existing platforms, they become a
“Network Service Provider” and hence an “Intermediary” under the
Section 2(1)(w) of amended IT Act of 2000 and thus liable under Section
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79 of amended IT Act, 2000. The exemption from liability would be available
if it complies with various conditions prescribed under Section 79 of the
amended IT Act 2000, as listed below,

8.1 The function of the Government Department is limited to providing
access to a communication system over which information made
available by third parties is transmitted or temporarily stored or hosted.

8.2 The Government department does not;

(i) initiate the transmission,

(ii) select the receiver of the transmission, and

(iii) select or modify the information contained in the transmission.

8.3  The Government Department observes due diligence while discharging
its duties under this Act and also observes such other guidelines as the
Central Government may prescribe in this behalf.

8.4 That the Government Department as intermediary must not conspire
or abet or aide or induce, whether by threats or promise or otherwise in
the commission of the unlawful act.

8.5 That the Government Department must immediately after receiving
actual knowledge, or on being notified by the appropriate Government
or its agency that any information, data or communication link residing
in or connected to a computer resource controlled by the Government
Department is being used to commit the unlawful act, must expeditiously
remove or disable access to that material on that resource without
vitiating the evidence in any manner.

8.6 That Government Department must also comply with all applicable
rules, regulations and notifications in regard to their activity of providing
social media facilities on its network.
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8.7 That the Government Department complies with the Information
Technology (reasonable security practices and procedures & sensitive
personal data or information) Rules 2011.

8.8 That the Government department also complies with the Information
Technology (intermediary guidelines) Rules 2011.

8.9 That the Government Department also implements reasonable security
practices and procedures as envisaged under Section 43A of amended
Information Technology Act, 2000.

9. Security

The Police Departments which are providing Online Social Media
platforms must comply with ISO 27001 which is an acceptable standard of
reasonable security practices and procedures.

10.  Acknowledgment

This Model Policy was developed by the NICFS (MHA) for use of
Online Social Media by Police Departments as per guidelines formulated
by IACP and Department of Electronics and Information Technology
(DeitY), Government of India. We acknowledge the participants from State
Police Forces and Cybersecurity Education and Research Centre (CERC),
IIIT, Delhi who contributed by participating in the National Workshop on
Online Social Media for Law Enforcement Officers organized at LNJN
NICFS, New Delhi from 9 October, 2014 to 10 October, 2014.

11. Disclaimer

As every Organization operates in an unique social, economic, cultural
and legal environment, no model policy can meet the needs of any particular
Law Enforcement Agency. However, it is intended as guideline for such
agencies for formulating their Social Media Policies.
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Crime and Criminal Tracking Network and
Systems (CCTNS)

Title of the Technological Innovation

Crime and Criminal Tracking Network and Systems (CCTNS)

Name and Address of the Organisation Conducting Innovation

National Crime Records Bureau, Ministry of Home Affairs, R K Puram,
New Delhi - 110066

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Sh. Raja Shrivastava, Joint Director (CCTNS), NCRB, New Delhi
Tel. No.: 011-26169722

Brief Summary of the Proiect
(a) The Problem

To develop a system for FIR Registration, Investigation and Prosecution.
To collate data at State and National level and generation of Crime Reports
at State and National level. Connectivity of all the Stakeholders for real-
time exchange of information.

(b) Solution and Key Benefits

Provide facility for State and National level search on various parameters
such as Crime, Criminal and Property. Dashboard and MIS for Senior
Officers. Facilitate citizen to register complaints online and inform them
about present status of any Complaint and FIR.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

(a) MHA, (b) NCRB (c) States & UTs, (d) Software Development Agency.
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(d) Strategic Implementation

To be implemented at around 15000 Police Staions and 6000 Higher Offices
across all State/UTs and at NCRB, New Delhi

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

Capacity Building of around 6.27 Lacs Police Personnel. Connectivity and
Networking of 20000 locations across India. Digitization of existing data.

(f) Use of Resources

MHA, State Police Organisations and NCRB Resources,  Consultants and
Resources available with Software Development  Agency.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

As far as transferability is concerned the system resources is shared with
States/UTs for further customization.

(h) Lessons Learnt

Law and Order being a State Subject every state has a different approach
for any issue. This was the biggest challenge faced  during the development
of the Project. Moreover, as some of  the Police Stations are at remote
locations, bringing them into the Communication Network is a huge challenge.
Various options were examined during the implementation phase and the
best suitalale connectivity media is chosen.
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Automated Fingerprint Identification System
(AFIS)

Title of the Technological Innovation

Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS)

Name and Address of the Organisation Conducting Innovation

National Crime Records Bureau, Ministry of Home Affairs, R K Puram,
New Delhi -110066.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Sh. Raja Shrivastava, Joint Director (CCTNS), NCRB, New Delhi
Tel. No.: 011-26169722.

Brief Summary of the Project
(a) The Problem

Effective maintenance of Fingerprint Slips. Non-availability of computerized
Fingerprints database of Convicts. Time consuming process ot Manual
Search and Matching of  fingerprints.

(b) Solution and Key Benefits

Facilitated the entire process of Search and Matching of Crime Scene
Fingerprints/Chance Prints by Creation of a Fingerprint Database. Creation
of Criminal Attribute Database. Remote Query Processing.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

(a) Central Finger Print Bureau, New Delhi. (b) CMC (Software
Development Agency)

(d) Strategic Implementation

Implemented at CFPB, presently there exists a database of more than 10
Lacs Fingerprints of Criminals
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(e) Overcoming Obstacles

Development of a Algorithm tor Digitization of the Fingerprints.

(f) Use of Resources

CFPB Resources and Resources available with Software Development
Agency.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

The system resources is shared with Finger Print Bureau of States/UTs.

(h) Lessons Learnt

Resulted in creation of a better quality database of criminals. Matching of
Fingerprints has become less time consuming.
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Title of the Technological Innovation

MoU with C-DAC and other reputed Institutions.

Name and Address of the Organisation Conducting Innovation

National Investigation Agency, 6th-7th Floor, NDCC-II Building, Jai Singh
Road, New Delhi-110001.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Sh. Anup Kuruvilla John, Assistant Inspector General (Policy)
Tel. No.: 011-23438215.

Brief Summary of the Project

i. Two branch offices of the NIA have signed a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) with the Centre for Development of Advanced
Computing (C-DAC).

ii. The NIA is in the process of entering into an MoU with Griffith
University, Australia.

iii. The NIA is also exploring the possibility of signing MoUs with reputed
institutions like IITs, CDFD, Hyderabad, SPMCIL etc.

iv. The NIA has proposed in its Perspective Plan submitted to the MHA,
to establish a Centre for Forensic Excellence focused on terrorism cases.

v. In addition, officers of the NIA regularly visit various training institutions
to impart knowledge of advanced techniques utilized in the investigation
of the NIA cases.
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Title of the Technological Innovation

Use of latest technology e.g. Drones, Mobile Surveillance Van.

Name and Address of the Organisation Conducting Innovation

Assam Police Headquarters, Ulubari, Guwahati.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Special Director General of Police (L&O), Assam, Guwahati.

Brief Summary of the Project

1. Use of latest technology e.g. Drones, Mobile Surveillance Van equipped
with internet cameras during South Asian Games in the month of Feb.
2016.

2. Resolution of Border disputes with neighbouring States by visiting and
personal meetings with counterparts has yielded encouraging results.
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Technological Innovations by Delhi Police

1. Title of the Technological Innovation

Motor Vehicle Theft Application.

Name and Address of the Organisation Conducting Innovation

Crime Branch Delhi Police.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Sh. R.S. Yadav, Joint Commissioner of Police/Crime
Mob. No. 9818099016.

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings
(a) The Problem

Earlier, the manual processes involved such as reporting the theft, getting
an FIR registered, obtaining the final police report and claiming insurance
were cumbersome. Further, the huge number of vehicle theft cases had
made surveillance and linking of stolen vehicles by manual means, a
formidable challenge.

(b) Solution and Key Benefits

Now, with the help of the MV theft application investigating officers smoothly
investigate the cases and provide NOC to the victim for insurance claim
within a stipulated time. The app also facilitates automatic linking of stolen
vehicles with the help of updated online vehicle-theft database.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

General Public.
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(d) Strategic Implementation

Smootly functioning in all over Delhi.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

Non-registrations problem solved.

(f) Use of Resources

Software Developers, Police and Judiciary.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

Sustainable.

(h) Lessons Learnt

Facilitates automatic linking of stolen vehicles with the help of updated online
vehicle-theft database.

2. Title of the Technological Innovation

Lost Report Application.

Name and Address of the Organisation Conducting Innovation

Crime Branch Delhi Police.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Sh. R.S. Yadav, Joint Commissioner of Police/Crime
Mob. No. 9818099016.

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings
(a) The Problem

The difficulties experienced in lodging the seemingly innocuous police report
in respect of a lost document or article, therefore, often generates public
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dissatisfaction towards police. In addition the systems for lodging of such
reports are not very well defined and certain loose conventions presently
govern police response in dealing with such information.

(b) Solution and Key Benefits

Once an information is lodged through mobile or on web, a printable digitally
signed report is instantaneously sent in reply. Such trouble free lodging of
information, where a digitally signed report is instantaneously sent back,
brings about a paradigm shift in police functioning and precursor to lodging
of FIR on web.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

General Public.

(d) Strategic Implementation

Smootly functioning in all over Delhi.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

Non-registrations problem solved and public satisfaction attained.

(f) Use of Resources

Software Developers and Police.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

Sustainable.

(h) Lessons Learnt

Trouble-free lodging of information.
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3. Title of the Technological Innovation

Police Clearance Certificate Application.

Name and Address of the Organisation Conducting Innovation

Special Branch Delhi Police.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Special Commissioner of Police/Intelligence

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings
(a) The Problem

On an average, Delhi Police receives one lakh PCC requests every year. It
took the Police officials an average time of a week to a month to issue such
a certificate.

(b) Solution and Key Benefits

The scenario changed drastically after the launch of a highly revered citizen
centric service by the Delhi Police in the form of PCC Application. It not
only helped people seek a timely PCC but also made the process extremely
transparent and police-public interaction absolutely seamless. Now one can
apply for a PCC online and have it delivered literally at their doorstep.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

General Public.

(d) Strategic Implementation

Smootly functioning in all over Delhi.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

The users are issued a PCC within 7 working days for immigration and 21
days for private employment after field enquiry. A helpline number,
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011-23236040, is also available to the users for seeking any information/
clarification. The web portal also caters to routine queries through the user
manual and FAQ sections.

(f) Use of Resources

Software Developer and Delhi Police.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

Sustainable.

(h) Lessons Learnt

1. The PCC bears a unique number, which can be used for future search
and retrieval as and when required for a specific period.

2. The PCC bears a unique number, which can be used for future search
and retrieval as and when required.

4. Title of the Technological Innovation

Delhi Police Traffic Application

Name and Address of the Organisation Conducting Innovation

Delhi Traffic Police

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Joint Commissioner of Police/Traffic

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings
(a) The Problem

The General Public was unaware of the general Traffic Rules, Traffic
Situation in the city i.e. Traffic Jams, does not have the knowledge of the
fare calculation and other initiatives taken by the Delhi Traffic Police and
also remains unaware about the major law and Order Arrangements
disturbing traffic.
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(b) Solution and Key Benefits

1. Get regular traffic alerts.

2. Help in calculation fare and distance.

3. Report faulty traffic lights.

4. Locate nearest parking area for towed vehicle.

5. File a complaint.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

General Public.

(d) Strategic Implementation

Smoothly functioning all over Delhi.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

More efficiently using the roads, on which traffic is very low and harrasment
of TSR/Taxi Drivers have reduced.

(f) Use of Resources

Software Developers and Police.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

Sustainable.

(h) Lessons Learnt

Enhances the awareness of General Public increasing the Police Public
Corporation in smoothly running the traffic.

5. Title of the Technological Innovation

Himmat Application.
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Name and Address of the Organisation Conducting Innovation

Deputy Commissioner of Police/Police Control Room

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Additional Commissioner of Police/Operations

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings
(a) The Problem

Women safety lies at the heart of various initiatives taken-up by Delhi
Police.

(b) Solution and Key Benefits

One such project is the mobile application ‘Himmat’ which ensures timely
support from Delhi Police to women in distress. In a time of crisis this
Application can connect the caller directly to the Police Control Room and
relatives for immediate response.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

General Public.

(d) Strategic Implementation

Smoothly functioning all over Delhi.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

In case of any emergency, the App user can send an alert by shaking her
phone or by pressing the power button/soft button. As soon as the distress
button is pressed, it triggers a 30-second audio and video recording on the
phone, which is immediately relayed to the Police Control Room (PCR) and
the victim gets the call back from the PCR.
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(f) Use of Resources

Software Developer and Delhi Police.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

Sustainable.

(h) Lessons Learnt

Many a times there are situations where a sense of insecurity creeps in, but
the person is in a dilemma whether to raise a full blown alarm or not. In
such cases, they can seek help of the Himmat, WhatsApp and Hike
Messenger Groups, which provide a live messaging interface between Delhi
Police Helpline and women in distress. Their queries are addressed by
dedicated and trained police personnel in real-time. Depending on the nature
of concern, they provide customised suggestions such as safe routes to be
followed during odd hours, tips on how to respond to inappropriate or
suspicious conduct or steps to be followed in case of a situation, which may
potentially precipitate into a full blown crisis.

6. Title of the Technological Innovation

Character Verification Report (CVR).

Name and Address of the Organisation Conducting Innovation

Special Branch Delhi Police.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Deputy Commissioner of Police/Special Branch.

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings
(a) The Problem

Earlier, the employers, either Government Agencies or private companies had
to manually apply for this service through a long and tedious process. Thereafter,
the employers were manually informed about the verification reports.
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(b) Solution and Key Benefits

The online portal provides facility for registration, filing personal details and
documentation for character verification report simply on press of a button
from the comfort of wherever you are located. Delhi Police, for further
convenience to the applicant, has adopted time bound commitment of 30
days to provide the CVR. Once generated, the CVR report can be
downloaded from the portal as per applicant’s convenience.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

General Public.

(d) Strategic Implementation

Smoothly functioning all over Delhi.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

1. Saves three to five working days, which were spent on receipt of CVR
as well as dispatch of reports during manual processing.

2. Reduces transit/postage time and ensures easy receipt and dispatch of
Character Verification Reports.

3. Allows online tracking of the verification status. Eco-friendly and stress-
free process reduces probability of documentary loss during transit.

4. Facilitates efficient use of manpower.

(f) Use of Resources

Software Developer and Delhi Police.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

Sustainable.

(h) Lessons Learnt

Reduces the problem of general public forgetting the CVR and also reduces
the Police Work in collection of Intelligence and Information.
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7. Title of the Technological Innovation

One Touch Away Application.

Name and Address of the Organisation Conducting Innovation

Deputy Commissioner of Police/Information Technology.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Deputy Commissioner of Police/Information Technology.

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings
(a) The Problem

Prior to launch of this application, Police as well as citizens used to call 100
No. to get the contact details of the Police Officers, Control Room Numbers,
Helpline number. Search the internet to the know the website, addresses/
link and Police Officer refer to law books and Acts for contents.

(b) Solution and Key Benefits

Police Officers and citizens of Delhi have been facilitated with all the
information by one touch of a button.

Delhi Police.... One Touch Away’ application has been designed to bring
people one step closer to the department. It makes all Police related apps
accessible to the general public on a single platform. Same application works
differently. It has two versions Public version and Police version.

In Public version Application provides contact numbers, names and e-mail
IDs of all public dealing Delhi Police Officers to the public and to Police
Officers all details. It also provides all the important helpline numbers to the
public required in case of any emergency and control room numbers to the
Police Officers. Police Officers can refer to day to day information on used
Law and Acts. Police can send text, documents, audio and video as
notification to Public and to the Police Officers.
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(c) Actors and Stake Holders

General Public and Delhi Police Officer.

(d) Strategic Implementation

Smoothly functioning in all over Delhi.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

Easy access and single platform for all the information.

(f) Use of Resources

Software Developer and Delhi Police Officers.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

Sustainable.

(h) Lessons Learnt

Easy availability of all the information has made public one step closer to
the department.

8. Title of the Technological Innovation

E-Challan System.

Name and Address of the Organisation Conducting Innovation

Delhi Traffic Police.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Special Commissioner of Police/Traffic.
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Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings
(a) The Problem

Delhi Traffic Police has introduced E-Challan System under which 1200
handheld devices are being used by traffic officers to issue challans for
various traffic violations. The handheld devices are a compact system of
built-in camera, smart card reader, GPS, data card, credit card reader, printer
etc. the device has online remote connectivity for data transmission with
the servers at various traffic circle offices and central data centre.

(b) Solution and Key Benefits

1. Issuing challans for traffic violations on a 24x7 basis.

2. Creating database of previous violations thus facilitating invoking
enhanced penalty.

3. Maintaining the details pertaining to the activities of the traffic circles/
violations/violators.

4. Providing requisite structured/unstructured information to the traffic
management officials.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

Traffic unit and Public.

(d) Strategic Implementation

Smoothly functioning in all over Delhi.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

Created centralized record of previous violations.

(f) Use of Resources

Software Developer and Traffic Unit.
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(g) Sustainability and Transferability

Sustainable.

(h) Lessons Learnt

Integrating and networking the system with state-of-the-art hardware and
application software for the traffic police to access and use the information
in their day-to-day work. The system has helped in creating database of all
variations including information about previous violations of motorists which
in turn has facilitated the traffic officers in invoking enhanced penalty for
repeated violation. This system is also checks the vehicle details from stolen
vehicle database.

9. Title of the Technological Innovation

Senior Citizens Mobile Application

Name and Address of the Organisation Conducting Innovation

Crime Branch Delhi Police

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Special Commissioner of Police/Crime

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings
(a) The Problem

Senior citizens living alone with or without spouse and alone at home for
long hours while their wards go out for work, are also being registered with
Delhi Police. Police Station Beat Staff has the directions to pay regular
visits at the residence of senior citizens.

(b) Solution and Key benefits

A Senior Citizen can register himself/herself with Delhi Police with the help
of Application. The registered senior citizen may know his/her Beat Officer’s
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name and telephone number. He/She can also check last date of visit by
beat officer to him/her. Supervisory officer can check no. of visits by their
staff.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

General Public and Police.

(d) Strategic Implementation

Smoothly functioning in all over Delhi.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

SOS button for Emergency Call to Senior Citizens Helpline 1291. Alert
comes to 24x7 Control Room with location of the caller. Simultaneous alert
to area SHO, Beat Officer, pre-assigned contact through SMS.

(f) Use of Resources

Software Developer and Police.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

Sustainable.

(h) Lessons Learnt

Apart from registration through this Mobile Application, Senior Citizens of
Delhi can also register themselves with Delhi Police through already existing
mentioned means:- Calling on Helpline No. 1291 or Police Assistance
No. 100. Sending an E-mail on: scscphq@bol.net.in and inspr-scscphq-
dl@nic.in. Online registration through website: www.delhipolice.nic.in (Senior
Citizen Security Cell).
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Technological Innovation by Gujarat Police

Title of the Technological Innovation

Safe City Surat CCTV Project.

Name and Address of the Organisation Conducting Innovation

Commissioner of Police, Surat City.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Commissioner of Police, Surat City.

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings
(a) The Problem

The Surat City, Gujarat State is an economic capital of the state which is a
hub of diamond, textile and chemical industries. The city faced crime related
to property. The proximity of Mumbai and its under world made the situation
complex.  The city of Mumbai witnessed serial bomb blasts in the year
1993 and also in subsequence years. The city of Surat had an attempt of
failed serial blast in the year 2007. The above situation made Surat City
police to plan the CCTV project with the help of philanthropic industrialists,
who willingly come forward to finance this project.

(b) Solution and Key Benefits

CCTV network which provides 24X7 vigilance against suspected
activities and it also provides visual evidence if crime is committed.
Thereby providing preventive solution as well as solution for crime
detection. The project has benefit of using it for Traffic Management
and also can be used by other agencies as it is done now in Surat.
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(c) Actors and Stake Holders

Surat City Police and the Citizens of Surat City.

(d) Strategic Implementation

The project is implemented by creating special purpose vehicle (SPV) i.e.
Surat City Traffic Education Trust which is manned by the leading citizens
of Surat City.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

Not counted so far.

(f) Use of Resources

The CCTV footages available are used for (i) Crime Prevention (ii) Crime
Detection (iii) Traffic Management & Enforcement (iv) Other agencies
like Surat Municipal Corporation.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

The project generates e-challan for traffic violations and the CCTV footages
are also used by the Surat Municipal Corporation which has partly financed
the project. The Govt. of Gujarat also have supported the project. There is
no question of transferability as it is owned by Surat City police.

(h) Lessons Learnt

The technologies used in this CCTV project are very useful and future
policing has to rely on technology. For more detail please refer to the enclosed
report of “Safe City Surat City CCTV Project”.
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Surat Safe City Project: The Success of
Technology in Policing

Surat Safe city CCTV project which was inaugurated by Shri Narendra
Modi the then Hon’ble Chief Minister of Gujarat and now Hon’ble Prime
Minister of India on 18th January 2013 has successfully completed 3 years.
614 nos. of cameras have been installed across 137 locations in Surat city
including all entry and exit points of Surat. The project has been done as a
pilot project by approval of Govt. of Gujarat.

The project was executed uniquely in PPP mode by participation of
Public, Govt. of Gujarat and Surat Municipal Corporation. As a Special
Purpose Vehicle Govt. approved Traffic Education Trust, Surat to execute
the Safe City Project

The State of Art Command and Control center is operational 24x7
keeping an eye on the entire city for Law and order as well as Traffic
enforcement through eChallan.

The system has been designed and implemented in such a way that it
continues running 24x7 without any single minute downtime, hence the
technology is working as force multiplier. The system has proved itself in
prevention & detections in crime, traffic enforcement, maintaining law &
order in spite of very low ratio of Police force. Further to this the same
system has been extended to Surat Municipal Corporation under Smart
City Initiative and Surat Municipal Corporation is using it for various civic
purposes like monitoring of cleaning, Road & bridge damages, traffic
engineering etc.

CCTV projects helped reduce crime by 36% in the areas where cameras
have been installed as well as helped resolve 323 criminal cases. Also till
date revenue of 22.05 Crores generated through 15.34 Lacs Traffic
Enforcement eChallans through CCTV network.
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The safe city Surat has won some of the most prestigious awards like
Best National eGovernance Gold Award, FICCI Award for best technology
implementation, SHIELD Award from Secutech India and SKOTCH Award
under Best Safe city projects category in India

Further to this project we have created State of Art Picture
Intelligence Unit (PIU) by deploying Facial Recognition System,
Automatic Number Plate Recognition system and Vehicle Speed Violation
detection system integrated with existing command and control center.

The PIU which includes Facial recognition technology is first of its
kind implementation in India and Asia from NEC, Japan amongst Safe
city Projects. The same Facial Recognition technology was used to
nab terrorists in Boston Bombing case in USA.

A PIU is a unit, which will use criminal and crime scene photographs,
video footages as evidence. The same can be presented as forensic evidence
during trials, and ensure video-analytical certification, continuous time stamp
and confirm non-tampering of electronic evidence. The PIU system will
help city police in detecting proactively criminals entering or moving into
city as well as will also help detecting criminal cases with video footages in
the fastest and shortest period.

The PIU is also conceived as an advanced research and development
platform for criminal surveillance that will connect the jails with other cities
in the state.

Picture intelligence Unit (PIU) comprises of following:

1. Facial Recognition System

a) CCTV Live stream Detection of Criminals with instant alerts at
Command & control center. The system detects Criminals incorporated
in database and gives instant alerts of criminal’s movement in the city
with location, date and time stamping. This would be very useful to
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detect the Criminals or terrorists whose information comes through
intelligence. The system supports up to database of 1.5 Million criminal
photographs with the fastest search duration and highest level of
accuracy. The solution provides strengthened security by providing real-
time alerts and warnings to the Security personnel against a watch list/
criminal database. Registered persons on the watch-lists can include
terrorists, criminals, wanted persons and the system can give audible,
remote or visual warnings to the police personnel on the field. Police
persons on patrol can also have these alerts on their mobiles.

b) Detection of Video footages analytics including third party video
footages with very high accuracy with low quality criminal scanned
images, sketches etc. The system is also capable of detecting criminals
of current age with their childhood photographs. The criminals who
have done Plastic surgeries on the faces also can be detected easily.
The system is a Facial forensic image processing and matching
application with powerful image enhancement tools. It can even work
with very poor quality images, video footages, sketches and scanned
images. It also supports multiple images and video formats as inputs
for matching with Mugshot criminal database. This solution is very
useful for Crime Branch of police to solve cases much faster and more
accurately.

2. Automatic Number Plate Recognition system

The system detects the number plates of all the vehicles passed through
the live cameras and helps search vehicle though the Number plate and the
Color of vehicle across city with location, date and time stamping. The
system will be used for enforcement of traffic violations as well as detection
of theft vehicles. The system will also give alerts to command and control
center for the black listed vehicles to detect criminals entering or moving in
the city.
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3. Automatic Speed Violation Detection system

The system detects vehicles who are violating speed rules and will be
enforced automatically through eChallan system from Command and Control
Center. The system will help in maintaining traffic discipline as well as
avoid the fatal accidents due to over speeding of vehicles in the city.

4. Red Light Violation Detection System

The system is installed on Signal junctions and automatically detects all
the vehicles Violating Red Light & crossing stop line. The System captures
violators number plate, digitizes the number plate data into digital format,
stores the snaps of the violation along with Signal picture, date, time &
location stamping. The same is feeded as input for eChallan generation

5. Wrong Side Drive Violation Detection System

The system is installed on locations whereby complaints of wrong side
driving violations have been observed. The system automatically detects all
the vehicles moving in opposite direction i.e. wrong side. The System
captures violators number plate, digitizes the number plate data into digital
format, stores the snaps of the violation along with picture, date, time &
location stamping. The same is feeded as input for eChallan generation.

KEY FEATURES :

The project is designed for surveillance, crime prevention and detection,
post incident forensic examination, traffic management and enforcement,
for providing disaster management support and pollution control measures
(Pollution Sensors).

Cameras: There are 614 IP cameras including  26 PTZ cameras (3600

view) and 578 fixed cameras (Day & Night Vision) (Including 64 nos.
ANPR system & 07 nos. Face Recognition System) and 10 nos. Speed
Violation detection system installed at 113 strategic locations, with local
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power backup.  These cameras are connected to the Command and Control
Center through the dedicated 200+ km long underground dark optical fiber
network.

Command & Control Centre: A state of the art, fully air conditioned hall
with 280 ft. Video Wall with 9x2 LED Projection Cubes of 67 inches, with
1024x768 resolutions. The   Video Wall has the capacity to view 256 cameras
at a time. It has 20-workstations, Emergency War Room, Video Management
& Incident Management System, camera tampering and health sensors.
The data center is equipped with IBM Servers with a storage capacity of
1.5 Peta-byte for 30-days. The police wireless communication room and
Dial-100 system has been integrated with the Command & Control Centre.

Enforcement Automation Centre: It has access to RTO database for
issuing e-challans with photograph of the traffic offenders. Surat City Police
has entered in to a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Dena
Bank declaring its branches and ATMs in Surat City and neighboring Districts
as collection centers for the collection of fines from the traffic offenders.
Total 7.24 Lacs e-challans have been issued since November 2015, valuing
approximately Rs. 4.5 Cr.

Safety and Security: The Data Centre is equipped with rodent repellent,
fire alarms, water leak sensors, FM 200 fire suppression system and access
control system. The Command & Control Centre is erected on the first
floor keeping floods into consideration, with emergency exit, and weather
proof IP66 housing. It is also equipped with traceable camera tampering,
redundant UPS, camera recoding export protection, redundant PAC,
redundant UPS and anti-static false floor.

Other Utilities: The video wall is 2D map integrated and IP cameras are
integrated with the 2D map.  The camera can be popped up by just a click
on the map.  The system enables installation of GPS in police control room
(PCR) vans for vehicle tracking for coordinating police responses to Dial-
100 calls. The system can also facilitate Integrated Traffic Management
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System (ITMS) for finding smart solutions to traffic problem in the city.
The system can provide disaster management support in case of natural
calamities like floods, earth quake, industrial accidents etc. The rescue and
evacuation plan can be prepared using video feed. The software has the
capabilities for analysis, automatic number plate recognition (ANPR), face
recognition system, frame by frame playback of video, abandoned object
identification, head counting, loitering identification, intrusion detection and
pollution sensors.

Purpose & priorities of the initiative:

Mission of the Safe City, Surat Project can be enumerated as :

● Safe and Secure environment

● Good Governance

● Effective Policing

Objectives of the Project is to develop an organised network of cameras
to maximize surveillance, and visibility in strategic, and crime prone areas
to facilitate prevention, detection, and investigation of incidents of crime. In
order to reduce the opportunities to commit crime and terror attacks by
employing access control systems and cameras for denying access to
potential targets and deter incidents of crime and terror attacks.

To manage traffic by monitoring the volume of traffic and enforce
traffic rules through non-intrusive methods. This will also enable the Police
to manage and monitor the movement of VIPs/VVIPs, and large public
gatherings and processions, like Ganesh immersion Processions, Taziya
Processions, etc.

To develop post-incident forensic examination tool for crime detection
and investigation.
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To help in coordinating the efforts of various agencies for rescue, relief,
and rehabilitation during natural calamities, and other manmade disasters.
It should be developed as an effective Disaster Management tool.

In the entire scheme of things, the deliverables are - dedicated OFC
network, IP Network, and an ultra-modern, state of art, Command and
Control Centre.

Public participation in policing efforts, makes Police very effective and
goes a long way in improving its image. CCTV based Surveillance System,
traffic management, and disaster management in Surat city is an excellent
example of community participation in policing efforts. This experiment
can be replicated in other cities through mass campaign for mobilization of
stake holder support.
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Smart Automatic Traffic & Crime Policing
Technologies

V.M. Pargi, ADG, police reforms

Automatic Number Plate Recognition - ANPR

● Camera takes the image of
Vehicle Number plate

This requires high quality of
image acquisition technology

including the High Resolution Camera and the illumination system.

● Image Processing Software converts each image of Number plate
into Digital record through Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) algorithms

The record also includes the Date & Time stamp, Lane no. & Location
The record is pushed to central Command & Control system.

● Benefits of ANPR technology

❍ It keeps the digitized records of all vehicle moving in the city

❍ It Gives alerts to Command & Control system for Black listed/
Theft/Lost Vehicles

❍ Post incident tracking of Vehicles

Red Light Violation Detection - RLVD

● Camera automatically
detects all vehicles jumping
Red light at Traffic Junctions

This requires high quality of
image acquisition technology
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including the High Resolution Camera and the illumination system.

● Software takes Single Snap of all Vehicles who Jump during Red
Light, converts all vehicle Number plate into Digital record
through Optical Character Recognition (OCR) algorithms

The record also includes the Date & Time stamp, Lane no. & Traffic
Junction Location. The record is pushed to central Command & Control
system

● Benefits of RLVD technology

❍ It keeps the digitized records of all vehicles jumping Red Lights at
Traffic Signals

❍ All Red Light Signal Violators gets eChallan automatically with the
SNAP shot of violation, Date & time, Location, Number of times
violations, Penalty amount

❍ Discipline among the traffic can be brought even with unmanned
Traffic signal junctions

Speed Violation Detection System

● Camera automatically
Measures Speed of Vehicles
and automatically detects all
over speeding vehicles

This requires high quality of
image acquisition technology

including the High Resolution Camera and the illumination system

● Software takes Snap of Over Speeding Vehicles and create alerts
for all Over speeding Vehicles

The record includes the Speed of vehicle, Date & Time stamp, Lane no. &
Location. The record is pushed to central Command & Control system
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● Benefits of Speed Violation Detection Technology

❍ It keeps the digitized records of all over speeding vehicles

❍ All over speeding Vehicles gets eChallan automatically with the
SNAP shot of speed violation, Date & time, Location, Number of
times violations, Penalty amount etc

❍ Discipline among the traffic can be brought and fatal accidents
can be avoided

Face Recognition Technology

● Camera Captures face images
from live CCTV feed and
generate alerts if a blacklist
match is found.

● Search photographs from the
database matching suspect
features.

● Matching suspected criminal face from prerecorded video feeds
obtained from CCTVs deployed in various critical identified locations,
or with the recorded video feeds.

● Adding photographs obtained from newspapers, raids, sent by people,
etc to the criminal’s repository tagged for sex, age, scars, tattoos, etc
for future searches.

● Register blacklisted persons in
the database and get alerts once
they arrive in front of the
cameras.
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Benefits of Face Recognition Technology

❍ Identify the wanted criminals movement through CCTV Live feed

❍ Shorter processing time as identification does not require interacting
with the person (Faster speed, high accuracy)

❍ When combined with Surveillance Cameras, Face recognition serves
a Crime deterrent

❍ It offers a very good face latent image search for narrow down
the suspects.

Fingerprint Technology

Finger Print quick identification or verification system

1. Criminal identification & Verification

2. Field identification

3. Jail identification system
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4. Immediate Verification through MCR data or ADHAAR data or
Passport Data

Handheld eChallan System

● Increase Efficiency of On Road
Traffic Police

● Accurate charging of penalties

● Online verification of Vehicle/
Driving License

● Ease of Payment Collection &
Accounting

● Deterrent effect – Will help Citizens follow traffic discipline

● Online payment through Credit/Debit card shall minimize Possibility of
Corruption

Telecom CDR data Analysis Tools

● Analysis of Single or Multiple
CDR’s, Tower Data, ISD Data,
Gateway Data, IP Traffic
Visualize Associations &
Timelines of Calls

● Identify Groups or Clusters of
Numbers connected to each other,
Callers between different numbers

● Identify Patterns of Calls from the CDR Data

● Identify Multiple SIM & IMEI relationships

● Heat Matrix analysis to identify spikes in calls Filters

● Analyze Data based on multiple attributes e. g. Call Type, Call Social
Network Analysis of Call Records to identify
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Technological Innovation by Himachal Pradesh
Police

Title of the Technological Innovation

Road Accident Data Management System (RADMS).

Name and Address of the Organisation Conducting Innovation

Himachal Pradesh Police Department (Accident Data Management Cell).

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Smt. Punita Bhardwaj IPS DIG/Traffic, Tourists & Railways.

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings
(a) The Problem

Lack of scientific analysis of road accidents in Himachal Pradesh.

(b) Solution and Key benefits

Mobile tablet based system provided to all police stations and police posts
for real time transmission of road accident data and its scientific analysis
which can lead to reduction in road accident in future by involving all stake-
holders.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

HP State Police, HP Public Works Department (PWD), HP Health depart-
ment, HP State Transport department.

(d) Strategic Implementation

Started as a pilot in two districts  of the state in September 2014 and final
rollout in the entire state in September 2015.
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(e) Overcoming Obstacles

Adequate training was designed and provided to the users to address the
issue of fear of technology.

(f) Use of Resources

Existing police stations and police posts staff trained and put to use in the
project.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

On-going.

(h) Lessons Learnt

Coordination between various stakeholder departments needs to be strength-
ened for real effects.
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Technological Innovation by Jharkhand Police

1. Title of the Technological Innovation

Cloud Based GIS Applications as a Service

Name and Address of the Organisation Conducting Innovation

Jharkhand Police, IT Division, Police Headquarters, DPRD Building,
Dhurwa, Ranchi.
Mobile: 9470192424, 9470192422.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Sh. Raj Kumar Mallick, IG Provision, Jharkhand Police

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings
(a) The Problem

Before implementation of Cloud based Geographic Information System in
Jharkhand Police, all the Crime and Criminal related data were in a tabular
format. Paper Map/Toposheet was used for operation and planning. The
point of interest was marked with pen or pushpins. This method was not
sufficient in current scenario for Naxal Operation Planning, Crime and
Criminal Tracking, Crime Analysis or Emergency/Disaster Management.

(b) Solution and Key Benefits

Implementation of Geographical Information System (GIS) for Jharkhand
Police is a part of police modernization, conceptualized by the Jharkhand
Police Department towards enhancing outcomes in Naxal Operation,
Emergency/Disaster Management and also in enhancing the efficiency and
effectiveness in Crime and Criminal tracking management.
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This is achieved through the adopting GIS services by creating state of art
GIS operation, management and application development centre.

Key Benefits

• Police Data Centre now holds its own Map Server capable of serving
Geo-Spatial services, along with online google, yahoo, bing maps.

• Paper Topo-sheets are converted to server usable format to be used
with GeoServer.

• District, Block, Panchayat, Thana and Villages layers have been plotted
for a clear view.

• 13000+ Cellular towers of various service providers with locations details
have been plotted on a map.

• 1000+ Naxal supporters are marked and categorized on basis of Group
they support type of help they provide.

• Contours of 20m density provide better path analysis capability for
planning of operations.

• BTS of the cellular antenna with their coverage area is helping the
department for the analysis of the other relevant information on the
same prospect.

• Convergence point of the naxal movements depicts the sensitivity of
the area.

• Citizen services-Provide information in which Police Stations they can
report.

• Point the Naxal location information on daily basis.

• Integration with CCIS, NIS and other applications of police requiring
map services.

• Mapping CDR analysis data.

• Election Booth GIS Mapping.
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(c) Actors and Stake Holders

Jharkhand Police.

(d) Strategic Implementation

Starting any project becomes quite challenging when there is no clarity
what to do and how to do. To begin with, we had an idea to create a GIS
application with map of Jharkhand along with the district boundary, Police
Station boundary and villages on the topological maps along with online
imaginary sources like Google, Bing, so that the Police officers here may
have a digital map available with them for planning and execution of various
tasks.

With such requirements, we started gathering information like  vector layers
and the topological sheets available in the police department and another
departments like JSAC (Jharkhand Space Application Centre) and with this
data we created a map server and started providing a web-based digital
map to the Police. Goeserver is being used as the WMS service provider
for the layers like Toposheet (Raster), and the other vector layers like District,
Police Stations and Villages boundaries as they are relatively unchanged in
the course of time.

a) Other satellite imaginary provides like Google, Yahoo, Bing, Open Street
Map are used.

b) Other dynamic data are called from the database as layers through the
open layers mapping technique, and are overlapped on the layers as per
need.

c) QCIS application software is locally used for the development and
cleaning of the data resources along with mapping of known places.

d) Dynamic data such as the Extremists-movement, supporters involved
and other relevant information are collected using CCTNS Core
Application Software, Organised Crime and Criminal Information
System and Naxal Information System.
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e) A Mobile application developed for android mobile phones is used for
mapping and plotting of the point of interest.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

As there is no technical support or SLA for open source GIS tools, this issue
is overcome by hiring an outsourced technical team. Also significant amount
of time is required to develop new feature in application which goes in
research and development process.

(f) Use of Resources

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

1. The solution was designed based upon vertical and horizontal scaling
with business continuity plan.

2. Zero Cost, High Performance: Created CDN Technology with the help
of 5 additional VM’s involving rsync technology, instead of investing in
Google or Amazon CDN services.

3. Highly scalable architecture with horizontal and vertical scaling to handle
unlimited accessibility by adding virtual machines as on required within
few minutes.

4. Uninterrupted Service and Easy maintenance of physical servers by
moving running virtual machines and containers from one physical host
to another without any downtime.

5. The whole project is based on open source software which guarantees
full access to all functionalities - as well as high security and reliability.

(h) Lessons Learnt

1. The experience of the entire open source movement has clearly shown
that open source is the best way forward and it can tap in talent and
coding efforts of millions.
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2. It is quite effective to use efficient Search Engine like Apache Lucene
Solr Server to find the desired location in fraction of second.

3. The location data can be gathered from various resources like school
location, centroid of village, etc. The Geo Location of some location like
police station is collected by going to that location and using custom
made an android application.

2. Title of the Technological Innovation

Jharkhand Online FIR System (JOFS)

Name and Address of the Organisation Conducting Innovation

Jharkhand Police, IT Division, Police Headquarters, DPRD Building,
Dhurwa, Ranchi.
Mobile: 9470192424, 9470192422.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Sh. Ajay Kumar Singh, Additional Director General of Police, CID, Jharkhand
Police

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings
(a) The Problem

Non-registration of complaint/FIR continues to be one of the big issues in
people-police interaction. In spite of having put in place a slew of measures
(including the ones like citizen portal in CCTNS), there are still many
complaints that often police station level police officers do not properly
entertain complaints of the public.

(b) Solution and Key Benefits

To resolve the issue this application Jharkhand Online FIR/Complaint System
(JOFS) has been developed by the IT team of Jharkhand Police. Technical
requirement covered are AADHAR based KYC system, Mobile verification
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through OTP, SMS integration, CSC Payment Gateway Integration,
Workflow Management System, Complaint Status Monitoring System and
Dashboard for Authorities.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

Jharkhand Police.

(d) Strategic Implementation

A workflow based complain portal is developed by the Jharkhand Police IT
team. Complain reaches directly to concerned Police Station. After
investigation Case Diary entry is done and if require FIR is registered.
Departmental user and complainant is updated by SMS and Email on each
step. The complain gets automatically escalated if action is not taken on
time.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

(f) Use of Resources

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

This application is based on open source software which guarantees full
access to all functionalities as well as high security and reliability.

(h) Lessons Learnt

Citizen should not be bided by any limitation like availability of Aadhar number
etc. there must be some way by which everyone can use this application
without any hurdle.

3. Title of the Technological Innovation

Visual Tracker.
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Name and Address of the Organisation Conducting Innovation

Jharkhand Police, IT Division, Police Headquarters, DPRD Building,
Dhurwa, Ranchi.
Mobile: 9470192424, 9470192422.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Sh. Ajay Kumar Singh, Additional Director General of Police, CID, Jharkhand
Police

Brief Summary of the Project under the following headings
(a) The Problem

There was no Map based application to analyse the crime data although the
FIR details are being captured using CCTNS CAS application in Police
Station.

(b) Solution and Key benefits

The FIR data is synchronised with State Police Data Centre. The required
field is extracted from the CAS database. A task is alloted to District Team
to add Crime category and point of incident on monthly basis. Using this
application various chart is being created and crime information is plotted
on Map for analysis.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

Jharkhand Police.

(d) Strategic Implementation

A mechanism is developed to extract required data from CAS application
using Talend ETL Job. A dashboard displays the comparative bar chart in
which categorization and Point of Incident entry is required to be done.
Each district office updates the FIR records. Finally the charts and Map is
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generated. A mobile application is also developed based on the data collected
by this application in which one can visualize the crime scenario of any
location within Jharkhand State.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

(f) Use of Resources

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

This application is based on open source software which guarantees full
access to all functionalities - as well as high security and reliability.

(h) Lessons Learnt

Frequent monitoring is important to keep this application functional. If one
location failed to update data , the generated reports becomes unacceptable.
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Technological Innovation by Maharashtra Police

1. Title of Technological Innovation

Duty Management System.

Name and Address of the Organization Conducting Innovation

Maharashtra Police.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Superintendent of Nagpur Rural District Police.

Brief Summary of the Project

To monitor the duty places of all the police employees, duty management
software is created which when used with biometric device provide allocation,
view and tracking of all Police Department employees with ease and
accuracy.

Use Case

a. To manage all the details of the employees.

b. To keep the track of leaves by employees.

c. To analyze the statistical information of all the employees.

Resources Used

Monetary resources.

Transferability

Due to the nature of portable installation, it can be used by any department
with ease.
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2. Title of Technological Innovation

Application Tracking System.

Name and Address of the Organization Conducting Innovation

Maharashtra Police.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Superintendent of Nagpur Rural District Police.

Brief Summary of the Project

Due to the high amount of inwards and outwards application, the applications
are sometimes delayed in order to avoid these issues, the application tracking
system is designed to track the status and current position of any document.

Use Case

a. To provide applicants with the status of the applications.

b. To enable timely responses of applications.

c. To find the cause in case of delay.

Resources Used

Monetary resources.

Transferability

Due to the nature of portable installation, it can be used by any department
with ease.
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3. Title of Technological Innovation

SDR System.

Name and Address of the Organization Conducting Innovation

Maharashtra Police.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Superintendent of Nagpur Rural District Police.

Brief Summary of the Project

In order to get faster details of subscriber mobile record, an android app and
SMS based system is developed. This will enable real time procurement of
data while monitoring logs and ensuring safety.

Use Case

a. Ensure fast procurement of mobile subscribers data.

b. Monitor access of data by various officers.

c. Android Application to ease the process.

Resources Used

Monetary resources.

Transferability

Due to the nature of portable installation, it can be used by any department
with ease.
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4. Title of Technological Innovation

Hash Calculation Software.

Name and Address of the Organization Conducting Innovation

Maharashtra Police.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Superintendent of Nagpur Rural District Police.

Brief Summary of the Project

In order to generate hash of digital evidence and to generate the certificate
for the same, customised hash calculator is created which will generate
hash and with the option to verify it.

Use Case

a. Generate or verify hash.

b. Create certificate for the digital evidence.

c. SHA 256 and MDS based hash generation algorithm.

Resources Used

Monetary resources.

Transferability

Due to the nature of portable installation, it can be used by any department
with ease.
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5. Title of Technological Innovation

“Eye Watch” Mobile App.

Name and Address of the Organization Conducting Innovation

Office of the Commissioner of Police
Nagpur City.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Sh. Ranjan Kumar Shrama
Additional Commissioner of Police (Crime)
Nagpur City.

Brief Summary of the Project

Nagpur City Police has launched “Eye Watch" mobile app for safety of
girl, child and women. "Eye watch" mobile app is based on GPS location
and for smart phone device. In the time of any emergency the help button
can be pressed and the SOS message can go upto eight persons whose
mobile number has been earmarked for this. Lot of complaints have been
received on this app from the people of Nagpur City and immediate help
has been provided to them.

Since last 2 months, E-Patrolling app has been launched, which is installed
in mobile phone of beat marshals. During patrolling beat marshal visited
vital places where we put scanner device and they scan QR code using
mobile phone regularly. So that it can be verified that how many times beat
marshals have visited the spot during patrolling duty.

For making the various types of awareness among the people. Media
Van having LED Screen size of 7 X 6 feet has been started. On this LED
Screen awareness clips of video and audio are played regularly in the area
of each PS of Nagpur City every day on rotation basis. Media TV has been
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distributed to all DCPs of Nagpur City to put at visitors room for awareness
purpose.

Facebook page, twitter account and WhatsApp group has been created
to connect the citizens of Nagpur City and for providing immediate relief to
them. With the help of social media 20,000 people of Nagpur City has been
connected till date. Suggestions as well as complaints are coming through it.
With the help of above apps, use of social media, regular awareness
campaign, positive patrolling in area as well safety of girls & women, safe
and secure atmosphere has been created in the city of Nagpur.
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Technological Innovation by Odisha Police

Title of Technological Innovation

“Forensic Entomology”.

Name and Address of the Organization Conducting Innovation

State Forensic Science Laboratory
At/PO: Rasulgarh, Bhubaneswar-10.
Odisha.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Dr. Aruna Kumar Swain
Assistant Director, State FSL
At/PO: Rasulgarh, Bhubaneswar-10,
Odisha
Email id: aruna60swain@gmail.com
Mob No. 09861264180

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings
(a) Problem

In the investigation of Homicide cases time since death plays an important
role in the investigation. Time of death can be estimated by various methods
like cooling of dead body, Rigormortis, post-mortem lividity etc. But if dead
body is detected in highly decomposed stage, time since death determination
becomes very difficult. In that case Forensic Entomological studies from
the maggots (larvae of different flies) will be helpful for determination of
time since death.
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(b) Solutions and Key Benefits

After knowing the time since death, tangible progress can be made in the
investigation.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

Forensic Scientists and Medical officers.

(d) Strategic Implementation

Investigating Police officers will be altered to intimate about the location of
highly decomposed dead body. Field Scientists will be immediately mobilized
to collect samples, both adult flies and larva for laboratory rearing till flies
are emerged from pupae. Their life cycle will be studied in the laboratory
condition. An entomological laboratory will be setup.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

The field staff will be deputed to collect the adult flies, dead and living
larvae from the dead body within a short notice.

(f) Use of Resources

A vehicle, resource persons will be recruited to make the project operational.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

This project will sustain, if timely funding and support will be extended.

(h) Lessons Learnt

This will definitely provide valuable information  and support to the “Justice
Delivery System”.
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Technological Innovation by Puducherry Police

Title of Technological Innovation

AFIS (Automated Finger Print Identification  System) and Live Scan System

Name and Address of the Organization Conducting Innovation

M/S Secure Mantra Technologies, Lucknow.

Nodal officer to be Contacted

Sh. R. Mukjam, Superintendent of Police (CID), Puducherry
Mob. No.: 9489205012.

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings
(a) The Problem

At the time of installation of AFIS and Live Scan System, the Finger Print
Bureau, Puducherry had faced many problems. Nearly 25 Thousand Finger
Print Records were digitized and stored in the database. This process had
taken nearly 6 months. The Live Scan System was installed at 6 places, one
each in the offices of SPs North, South, Rural in Puducherry region and one
each in the office of the SP Karaikal, Mahe and Yanam regions which are
far away from Puducherry region. There was a problem while linking the
central server (AFIS) through separate IP internet connection with all the 6
Live Scan Systems. This project will be implemented in three phases, First
phase was the installation of  AFIS, Second phase will be connecting the
Live Scan System with the central server (Finger Print Bureau, Puducherry)
and the Third phase will be connecting the Live Scan System from centre
server (Finger Print Bureau, Puducherry) to all Police Stations.
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(b) Solution and Key Benefits

These problems were solved successfully by installing the AFIS and 6 Live
Scan Systems in Finger Print Bureau, Puducherry region and in  other three
regions. The above said system was more useful for quick identification of
criminals through Finger Prints instead of  manual system.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

The Finger Print of accused or suspect were taken through Live Scan System
at Police Station instead of manually. The Finger Prints of accused or
suspects were quickly received from Police Stations to  Finger Print Bureau,
Puducherry and also accurately through Live Scan System. This system
was also used for inter-state connectivity and also to connect with the NCRB,
New Delhi.

(d) Strategic Implementation

The Purchase committee had purchased one AFIS and 7 Finger Live Scanner
in 20l3 from M/S Secure Mantra Technologies, Lucknow for Rs. 68,l3,738/
- vide G.O. Rt. No. 51, dated 14.08.20l3 of the Home Department,
Puducherry. The system was installed at Puducherry, Karailtal, Mahe and
Yanam in September, 2014 (one server along with a work station were
installed at Finger Print Bureau, Puducherry and 7 Live Scanners, one each
at Finger Print Bureau, Puducherry, North region, South region and Rural
region in Puducherry, Karaikai, Mahe and Yanam were installed in September,
2014 and connected through internet).

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

The fund allocations for the second and third phase has been delayed leading
to the non-implementation of second and third phase.
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(f) Use of Resources

AFIS (Automated Finger Print Identification System) computerization of
Finger Print has resulted in fast data matching which was not possible in
manual system. Computerization gives accuracy, speed, ease and upgrades
interconnectivity between different systems and other programs. Live Scan
System connectivity with central server (AFIS), Finger Print Bureau,
Puducherry has resulted in quick identification of criminals through Finger
Prints.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

The digitalized storage of Finger Prints of accused, suspects and convicted
persons are permanent and has replaced manual storage. In future, when
the advanced version of AFIS comes, the present AFIS system at Finger
Print Bureau, Puducherry can be upgraded easily by transferring its original
data base.

(h) Lessons Learnt

This project has taken 2 to 3 years for the successful installation. After
installation of AFIS and Live Scan System at Finger Print Bureau,
Puducherry and identification of scene of crime, chance print and search
slips of accused person are quicker than the manual system. Though
identification of criminals is easy and fast by using the finger prints through
AFIS, it certainly needs technical knowledge. Hence the study of AFIS and
Live Scan System will be inevitable to the Police personnel. In future, the
Central Server (Finger Print Bureau, Puducherry) will be connected to all
Police Stations through Live Scan System and the Finger Prints of accused
person will be taken.
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Technological Innovation by Rajasthan Police

Title of Technological Innovation

PPMS (Police Performance Measurement System), RAJCOP, App for Police
Officers, L.R. App/Lost Report Application and Public Feedback App.

Name and Address of the Organization Conducting Innovation

State Special Branch, Rajasthan, Jaipur.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Sh. U.R. Sahoo, Additional Deputy General of Police (Int. & CM Vig. &
Security)
Tel. No.: 0141-2740743.

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings

1. PPMS (Police Performance Measurement System): It helps to measure
performance of various units of police like police stations, circles, and
districts on predefined parameters. This innovation has been taken up
by MHA for replication in all other states.

2. RAJCOP: App for citizens: allows citizens to reach police in case of
emergency. It also allows verification of tenants and servants without
going to police station. Citizen can also report crimes and upload photo
videos of crime scene.

3. App for Police Officers: Phone number details of all police personnel
are made available to all police personnel. Vehicles verification, mobile
subscriber’s details, location is available easily.

4. L.R. App/Lost Report Application: Rajasthan Police launched this
innovation on 12/07/2016. It enables citizen to register report for lost
articles to police without going to police station.

5. Public Feedback App: It empowers people to give feedback of police
station’s working to supervisor officers.
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Technological Innovation by Tamil Nadu Police

Title of Technological Innovation

GIS Mapping of Crime Prone Areas in St. Thomas Mount District of Greater
Chennai Police for effective resource planning.

Name and Address of the Organisation Conducting Innovation

St. Thomas Mount District Police in partnership with a Chennai based GIS
expert organisation INFOMAPS, No. 2, Babu Street, Chennai-75.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Tr. P.S.C. Kalyan, IPS, Deputy Commissioner of Police, St. Thomas Mount,
Greater Chennai  Police, Chennai-16. Mobile No. 9443975102.

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings
a) The problem

Disturbingly High Crime Rate in the District and  absence of spatial depiction
of crime prone areas for effective analysis of the geographical spread of
these areas and to take sustainable curative measures.

b) Solution

A GPS survey has been conducted of all vulnerable locations from crime
point of view like the banks, ATMs, educational institutions, pawn brokers
shops, shopping malls etc., and plot them on the map by superimposing the
latitudes and longitudes by using Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
Tools. The crime mapping of different kinds of crimes like robbery, burglary
and snatching etc. reported in last four years was prepared.
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Key Benefits:

1. The Sector Boundaries were properly demarked within the Police
Station.

2. The spatial history of crime occurrences alongwith geographical
distribution of vulnerable locations identified for taking effective measures
to prevent the Crime.

3. The entry and exit points of important lanes and by-lanes of each Police
Station were mapped and identified most suitable locations for installation
of CCTV cameras.

4. Enable optimum utilization of resources (especially the man-power).

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

Actors: Police Officers in the rank of Inspectors of Police, Sub-Inspectors
of Police, Patrol Vehicles and Sector Beat Police.

Stake Holders: The Residential Welfare Associations, the traders, the
educational institutions and the bankers etc.

(d) Strategic Implementation

Initially one of the Police Stations in the St. Thomas Mount District, the
Madipakkam Police Station was taken as a Pilot Project and later it was
done for other 13 Police Stations (except Airport PS). The Crime Mapping
for all the Police Stations in St. Thomas Mount District by superimposing on
GIS base map has been done. In Madipakkam PS, a Control Room has
been setup in the station itself with Network Video Recorder (NVR) so that
the inspector can monitor live and access all the digital data of the entire
jurisdiction. This enables the Inspector to reach the scene of offence without
delay and to respond promptly. So far 44 CCTV cameras have been installed
in Madipakkam PS jurisdiction covering the entry-exit points of important
lanes.
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(e) Overcoming Obstacles

Lack of Funds was the major obstacle. Funds are mobilized through sponsors
such as the Residential Welfare Associations, Traders, Educational Institutions
etc.

Many Police Stations do not have own buildings to setup the hardware
infrastructure permanently.

(f) Use of Resources

Local Police who got topographical knowledge of the terrain in their Police
Station limits conducted GPS Survey with the help of a team of GIS experts
from INFOMAPs and using the data GIS enabled Crime Mapping was
done.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

The GPS Survey needs to be conducted at regular intervals to up-date the
Crime Mapping tor effective usage.

The Department Personnel need to be trained in this domain for effective
transferability with sustained results.

(h) Lessons Learnt

Sensitisation of the Police Personnel at grass roots level is the need of the
hour to address the modern society problems using technological interventions.
Lack of funds to undertake any kind of technological innovations in Policing
is a major constraint at Police Station level.
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Technological Innovation by Telangana Police

Information Technology has attained a major and key role in
modernization process of Telangana police after the formation of Telangana
state as the 29th state of the Indian Union.

In the drive to bench mark Hyderabad with standard global practices
the visionary Chief Minister Sri K Chandrasekhar Rao prioritized
modernization of the police force with mobility, connectivity, accountability,
corruption free, people friendly initiatives and top of everything give it a
transparent ambience.

Since then focus has been on installing Smart infrastructure to give it
safe and peaceful ambience with a view to attract global investments which
were essential to speed up development and also promote all welfare agenda
of the state to transform Telangana into a Bangaru (Golden) Telangana in
due course. The government's main focus is to improve the operational
effectiveness of Police Department at the cutting edge level while
transforming it into a Citizen Friendly Police Organisation through Mobility
and application of Technology.

Unveiling the States vision, the Hon’ble CM in his maiden speech on
the occasion of the Telangana Formation Day, announced that the Police
department will be empowered with mobility, communication, buildings, arms
and ammunition and recruitments to enhance its strength and efficiency to
meet the challenges. Public safety and security, delivery of world class
police services in Hyderabad and rest of the state is the preamble of the
government, he declared.

For the first time in the history of police department in the country,
budgetary provision has been made under the plan sector in Telangana state
setting a new precedent in giving priority to law and order. In the fiscal of
2016-17, Rs. 1,033 crore out of the Rs. 1200 crore provided to the Home
Department was ear marked exclusively for the Police Department and its
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various wings. This is the highest allocation under plan head for the police
department by any government in the country.

Iconic CPC & CC building

In the very first year, the Hon’ble Chief Minister conceived a project to
construct an iconic 24 Storied World Class Centralized Police Command
and Control Centre building at Banjara Hills and also sanctioned Rs. 20
Crore to kick start the process of identifying a consultant and to prepare
DPR and RFP. This building will have a State of Art Fusion Centre and also
serve as a nerve centre of various public safety related technologies and
role model of all technological and operational projects for Public Safety
and other governance projects of the Telangana Police.

On the 22 November, 2015, the Hon’ble CM laid foundation stone for
the iconic project and also accorded an additional allocation of Rs. 550
crore during the current year after finalizing design and other conceptual
report prepared by a global construction consultant in record time.

Fast mobility for Police Force

In the very first year of its formation, the Governments procured over
4012 modern vehicles to give effective mobility to the force which is visible
all over the state and resplendent in the effective containment of crime and
detections through quick response actions. Branded Patrol Cars, Armed
Interceptor vehicles, branded Traffic mobiles branded motor bikes etc., have
been introduced in Hyderabad and Cyberabad and Warangal Police
Commissionerates 550 new branded vehicles have been deployed all over
the Telangana state in the rural and semi-rural Police Stations. The unique
action has addressed a long felt need of the Government to make the Police
Force in Rural areas more responsive, mobile and efficient and people friendly.

Funds for upgrading crucial infrastructure

Again in the same year a sum ot Rs 65 Crore was provided for
Hyderabad and Cyberabad alone for upgrading the infrastructure and for
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creating citizen friendly atmosphere in the police stations. Reception centres
cum help desk supported by online monitoring systems with friendly and
appealing personalities have been set up in all the Police Stations in Hyderabad
/ Cyberabad for facilitation of Citizen grievances in a people friendly manner.
Several police delegations from India and abroad which visited the Citizen
friendly police stations in Hyderabad were all praise for the ambience and
environment created to attract people to police stations. Some select police
stations in rural areas have also been provided with reception centres manned
women officers to address the women issues by making provision for
counselors and legal advisors. A huge sum of Rs. 26 crore was provided
under the Plan budget for this project and is acclaimed as a biggest ever
allocation under plan budget in the history of the police department in the
state during the past 60 years.

Empowering Police stations

To enable the police to discharge their functions in a free and fair manner
and also to improve quality of investigation and services at the Police Station
level the Government made a policy decision to provide monthly maintenance
expenses to all of police stations in the state.

In what is considered a bench mark in history of Police department the
government provided recurring budgets for all Police Stations the rate of
Rs. 75,000/-, Rs. 50,000/- & Rs. 25,000/- per month in City, District
Headquarters and Rural Areas, respectively. The initiative is burdening the
state exchequer another Rs. 41 crore. Provision of monthly recurring budgets
directly to the police stations has eliminated obligations on the SHOS and
gives a moral authority to be free and fair, besides enhancing the dignity and
brand image of the department.

City wide CCTV surveillance

Surveillance and monitoring the entire city of Hyderabad has been a
prestigious project of Telangana police to promote conducive environment
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of safety and security of citizens, a global preamble of infrastructure
development. Citywide CCTV surveillance has been another feather in the
cap which gained confidence of foreign investors in IT infrastructure
development. A Rs. 750 crore project of CCTV installation at all the vital
establishments in public places, connected to the command control system
with the modern tools for video analytics, image processing and automatic
number plate recognition system will roll out during the current financial
year.

This is in addition to the unique Community CCTV project wherein
about one lakh cameras are expected to join the network soon.

Technology in Public protection service

Telangana police has deployed technology in a methodical manner as
force multiplier and user friendly tool for delivery of better citizen services.
IT has been leveraged in the police department to monitor and evaluate the
performance of human resources and also management of valuable
resources. Several IT based initiatives launched by it are not only popular
among the people and even bagged various national and local awards.
Citizens have been encouraged to avail the online services of the police and
also become stake holders in fighting crime without coming to the police
stations. A Call Centre is on anvil for online tracking of all the cabs and
other public utility vehicles to safeguard women passengers. A corpus of
Rs. 50 crore has been provided to set up a Technology backbone for
citizen centric Traffic Management in the State capital to install a world
class, Integrated Traffic Management System (ITMS) in the current year
itself.

No compromise in fighting social vices

The Telangana police rolled out stern measures to curb all social vices
like gambling, matka all over the State. Rowdyism in any form affecting life
of common people is being put down with an iron hand. Rs. 10 crore has
been provided to the Hyderabad Commissionerate to set up IT backbone,
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software Apps and infrastructure to compile data analytics for fighting
organized crime and eliminate criminal gangs.

Cordon Search Operations

Hyderabad police launched cordon search operations in all parts of
the state capital in the colonies to break hegemony of criminals and shelter
homes of suspects which yielded results in nabbing long absconding criminals
and recovery of stolen properties. This move has instilled a sense of security
and confidence in the police force among the people living in remote areas.

Women Safety initiatives

Women Safety is accorded highest priority by forming SHE TEAMS to
curb any kind of harassment of women in public places. After successful
results in Hyderabad. SHE TEAMS now been deployed in all the 10 districts
of the State. Telangana state has now become safe heaven for women and
they are now able to move freely in the society without the fear of abuse,
harassment and eve-teasing with the presence of SHE teams at 4 random
locations. SHE cabs in Hyderabad, and free SHE shuttles in the IT
Corridor, have now become landmark efforts of Hyderabad police in
promoting safer environment for women.

The Hyderabad city police has setup BHAROSA - a centralised One
Stop  Counselling Centre in Hyderabad on a pilot basis in collaboration with
the Women and Child Welfare Department. This centre will address the
issues of victims in distress especially Women, Children and the aged with
voluntary support professional Counselors.

Police Recruitment

Fulfilling its promise of securing jobs for its ever deserving citizens,
Telangana Government has launched process for recruitment of about 12000
Police constables. For the first time in the country a unique and transparent
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recruitment policy is put in place earmarking 33.33 % posts for the women
in police.

Several cutting edge technology initiatives have been introduced in
Hyderabad to bring in people friendly policing through transparency and
accountability besides training and sensitization of all the police personnel.
All these measures are replicated in other urban, semi urban and rural areas
of the State, with suitable modifications to suit geographic and level of policing.

In order to kick start the onset of multiple applications for improving
professional efficiency among personnel and of delivery of better citizen
services and applications, 1000 IPADs have been supplied to all the Police
Stations, Circle offices, Sub-divisions, district special branches, crime teams
etc. in the State. All of them have embedded appropriate applications for
verification of character and antecedents for job seekers, passport
verification, evidence gathering and reporting. A MDM (Mobile Device
Management) tool is being deployed to manage these assets.

Traffic Management

Traffic management in Hyderabad City with technology interventions
has been one of ambitious and timely programs to make life easy for city
residents and also visitors. The unique cashless challan system of Traffic
Enforcement of Telangana police has won national accolades. Body worn
cameras for frontline police officers, Camera Mounted Traffic Cranes,
Automatic Detection of Red Light violations, online capturing of all traffic
violations through CCTV cameras, traffic awareness campaign through
announcements at all Traffic junctions, technology driven traffic enforcement
against drunken driving, payment of traffic fines through multiple options
etc. are some of the tech initiatives of Hyderabad police easing the work
pressure on Policemen and also providing smoother traffic solutions vehicle
users in the state capital. It is an all time record that tech solutions had
enabled the City police to reduce several fatal road accidents in Hyderabad
displaying the Police commitment to Public Safety and Security.
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The databases of RTA, Police and insurance have been interlinked for
improving the operational effectiveness of both Police and Transport
Departments in enforcement of laws and also plugging revenue loss.
Hyderabad city police have an online tracking system to resolve all citizen
complaints at Police Stations, Citizen Satisfaction Feedback Services for
periodic assessment initiated in Hyderabad City through a call centre manned
by independent third party agency.

Public satisfaction ratings

The Public Satisfaction Ratings are being communicated to all Police
Stations and other wings of police department with a focus on continual
improvement. To improve transparency and accountability and performance
levels of each policeman, a unique system has been introduced for purpose
of online tracking of Daily Performance of all employees of Hyderabad
City Police.

State of the art Telangana State Finger Prints Bureau

Telangana police has taken up modernization of State Finger Prints
Bureau by acquiring state of the all technology available in the world for
crime prevention, crime detection, identification of criminals and security
suspects at access control areas of all the vital installations, screening and
populating during patrolling and at police check-posts (nakas) besides stand-
alone bio-metric screening and identification devices to ensure a very
deterrent environment for the prospective criminals and a safe society. This
project estimated to cost Rs. 24 crore initially and about Rs. 20 crore in the
second phase for scaling up operations and integrate with UIDAI will be
operational soon as the process of acquiring the infrastructure during the
current year itself.

Below are the brief highlights of the various Technology initiatives that
are operational in Hyderabad Police Commissionerate.
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1.  Mobile App - Hawk Eye

As part of its initiative to become a citizen-friendly and responsive force,
Hyderabad Police have launched a mobile phone application to empower
members of the public, improve their security and reach out to them at the
time of distress.

Its latest gadget cum innovation - the app, ‘Hawk Eye’, seeks to
transform common people into Citizen Police and involve them infighting
crimes, curbing unlawful activities, resolving social tensions and traffic
violations. In other words the multifaceted mobile App hailed as one stop
APP aims to provide solution for several problems which have become
burning block in police people relations.

‘Hawk Eye’ has several apps within it with features like women safety
while on travel, SOS button for accessing help in emergencies, enrolment of
community policing, access to all contact numbers or Hyderabad city police
at one location, Status report on information sought and finally Citizen police

CITIZEN POLICE : Like the concept of citizen journalist. Citizen police
is a unique platform where every individual- both men or women could
function as a ‘Police’ themselves and assist the real police in finding solutions
to burning issues of society.

As citizen police they can play dominant role in reporting and resolving
traffic violations and traffic emergencies, give information on happening
crimes, report on crime against women, report on alleged violations by police,
suggest on improved policing and also laud /appreciate the good work by
police at large.

This feature makes the citizens a right hand or eyes and ears of the
police.  It helps police in resolving crimes as citizens can help police as
crime happened and not after it happened. In addressing traffic violations,
crime against women, violations by police citizen policing have been found
very useful and successful. ‘By the click of a button the message will go to
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local police station, SHE teams are alerted and also the petrol mobiles touch
the spot within minutes’ says Hyderabad Police Commissioner Sri Mahender
Reddy.

Citizen Police can also report traffic violations, information on criminal
activities, and contravention of law on part of personnel in uniform,
suggestions for improving policing and also good work done by the force.

WOMEN TRAVEL MADE SAFE: This application has received huge
popularity by its alerts on suspected misdeeds and misbehaviour by cab and
auto drivers, bus or trains. The golden rule for women travellers is to use
their smart phone to click the vehicle number before they board and send it
online to Hawk Eye which will keep it as a stand by and use it if a crime is
reported. Women travellers can report happenings even while travelling or
even later after they reach safe locations for future action on culprits.

SOS BUTTON: The SOS button is the unique application of the Hawk
EYE which enabled the citizen in distress reach out for support and help in
any state of distress, emergency and exigency, if the given SMS button is
pressed a pre-recorded message will burst out an alert for all including
friends and relatives of the traveller. Along with alert the SMS will also
contain the basic info- where it happened (Lat-Long), name and phone
number and facilitate the police to rescue the person in distress.

REPORT DETAILS OF SERVANT/WORKER/TENANT: This is a
unique feature of the App to help public in keeping their neighbourhood as
trouble free. In this task it urged the public to keep contacts, photos and
address of their tenants/servants/workers handy and record it with local
police. Police kept the information in a data bank and used it whenever a
crime like theft of goods or kidnaps of kids or other offenses were reported
in the neighbourhood.

This practice of recording whereabouts of the domestic help/tenants/
drivers etc. is a sort of British tradition but often ignored in Indian environment
as lot of things happened just on trust and word of mouth. This kind of
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record also helped police to keep tab on terrorists/extremists and anti socials
who took shelter in far off towns and cities and went unnoticed. Often such
offenders commit crimes in other states and live as civilised citizens in a far
in local area. So once the data is recorded and stored in central server, the
photos, phone numbers and voice records become very valuable to trace
offenders even in their hideouts.

ENROLMENT OF COMMUNITY POLICING: Yet another unique
feature or Hawk Eye app is induction of citizens as partners in community
policy as ‘citizen police’. This kind of partnership has become big hit and
also improved the brand image of the Hyderabad police. Through this app
the Hyderabad police has successfully addressed the long felt needs of
each community in the state capital and also resolved it in a manner
appreciated by each one of them. ‘In fact every citizen is a police in civil
dress (plain clothes)’. It helped in not only preventing crimes but also
functioned as motivator to youth to ward on evil and bad habits which
eventually led them to crime. Regular interactions between community
leaders and local police also helped decision makers in thrashing out a
conducive policy on police services.

CONTACT NUMBERS OF POLICE: Through this feature the Hawk
Eye provided updated information to the public to approach the right person
at times of need. All the mobile numbers of police personnel from police
station level to senior officers at any one place to report any violation was a
boon to the citizens who looked for support and help at times of distress.

KNOW THE STATUS OF YOUR REPORT (COMPLAINT): This
feature of the App provided immediate acknowledgement of any complaints
and also status of progress (investigations) in the case without any human
interference which the citizens always frightened off. Through this service,
registered users of Hawk Eye got regular information on circulars, alerts
and notifications by the police from time to time.
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This is the unique hands-off service provided by police to citizens and
also gave them confidence that their report is being attended to and they
need not to visit police stations to get some action on their grievances.

The Hawk Eye is persons one stop shop for all information regarding
police functioning in that any update if it is recorded on the software it
instantly reached out through the entire chain of police network - concerned
police station, patrol mobiles, concerned Inspector, ACP, DCP. Main control
room and also other allied agencies.

The app also highlights and focuses on the significance of citizens
partnership as a significant pre-requisite to safeguard our cities and make it
crime free, violence free and corruption free. There is yet another option
available it they don’t want to disclose their identity. One could become
Anonymous Citizen police as well.

The App can be downloaded by all smart phone (Android) mobile users
through Google Play store and IOS mobile users can download it through
App store.

The App thus provided the citizens of Hyderabad an unprecedented
opportunity to become partners in fighting crime against their sisters,
daughters and wives and also in containing violence and crime by antisocial
by nipping their activities in the bud itself .

2.  HYDCOP - App for frontline Police Officers

The multifarious functions of the police officers always put them on the
run and also tenterhooks to resolve issues concerning people and crime
fighting on day to day basis.

In this task mobility and access to information were the key and crucial
ingredients of good policing and also people friendly policing. Thus the task
on hand for police infrastructure managers was to empower their field
officers tools to improve their mobility and efficiency by providing them not
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only sophisticated weapons and fast moving cars and also cyber tools to
provide them key information where ever they were. Officers now can
access to data banks right through their smart phones through the unique
mobile App of HYDCOP.

The present day is an era of mobile technology which governed the
lifestyle of community and individuals as well. In the task of making capital
city of Hyderabad both peaceful and a choicest destination for investors by
providing crime free environment. Hyderabad police pioneered to introduce
all round tech innovations to strengthen the police force in full coordination
with people. The people, end beneficiaries or a crime less society have
embraced the innovations of Hyderabad police with open heart and made
both the policing and the Telangana state proud.

HYDCOP a mobile app software was launched by the Telangana State
DGP Sri Anurag Sharma on April 18th, 2016 in an effort to enhance the
capabilities of field officers in fighting not only crime but also Law and
Order management. After launching the app, Sri. Sharma said that this
mobile application is especially made for Hyderabad police. “With today’s
technology, every frontline officer equipped with a smart phone could receive
real-time intelligence feeds pushed directly to the relevant mobile devices
from Technology Fusion Centre,” the DGP says.

The software embedded in the smart phones of all officials provided
real-time intelligence input directly from the Technology fusion centres. By
doing so it enabled the field officers to take sport decision in crime detection,
traffic congestions, and social tensions like political agitations and communal
flare ups in smooth and peaceful manner.

Another major aspect of the HYDCOP was that by imbibing global
standards it placed the city police officials on par with cops of other advanced
countries earned them entry into the club of elite police forces in the world.
Salient features of the HYDCOP were as below.
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• INCIDENT MANAGEMENT: The mobile app enabled the police
officers to send ‘notifications’ to all nearby police officers along with
GPS location of the incident on map (Lat-Long) and also identify routes
to reach the spot and also block the escape routes of criminals and
apprehend them. Incident related audio, video, voice and photographs
can be captured and uploaded on the app with eye-witness accounts
for faster decision making and monitoring by all concerned.

• THIRD EYE: Like the third eye in cricket umpiring, this function of
the HYDCOP mobile app came handy in identifying the suspect identities
like Vehicle registration number, engine number, chassis number, mobile
phone and driving license number, Aadhar number, Voter ID, PAN card,
vehicle insurance etc.

• BEAT MANAGEMENT: This function of the HYDCOF, enabled
police headquarters to ensure that the petrol cars, blue colts motor bike
officers on the field reached particular spots during their beats. The
Point Books would pop up on the GPS map at headquarters to confirm
their visit and also enter their remarks. The SHO concerned could view
the shift wise point Boos covered in his jurisdiction, view the respective
teams in real time on their mobile and web portal.

• Crime Mapping: This function of the mobile App facilitated geo-tagging
of all important crimes emanating from any location and radius of crime
on the basis of nature of crime and crime history. The function enabled
police officers to bench mark a particular area for particular nature of
crime and also nature of accidents.

• Collaboration: The app helped the field officers to coordinate efforts
and services of all allied agencies like patrol cars, emergency alert to all
officers, and to control room for quick response and rescue operations.
It also provided important phone numbers of Hospitals/ambulances,
Electricity Board , GHMC to facilitate quick access and communication.
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• Jail Release Management (JRRES): This function of the app helped
the field police officers to keep a tab known offenders with real time
data on their status - whether in jail or outside on parole or bail etc.
They are linked to nearest police station, jail etc. linked to offender and
improved efficiency of surveillance on repeat and hard core offenders
to detect crimes.

• MO Offenders Checking: The unique app provided geo-tagging of
all resident offenders of Hyderabad, history sheeters (KD, ROWDY,
DC and SUSPECT). This helped field officers to keep tap on all such
elements as part of regular surveillance and crime prevention process
on status of all offenders in jail, out of hail, active and out of view as
well. It helped concerned SHO’s and guide the patrol and blue colts
teams to visit offenders places with GPS coordinates.

• CAMS: The App helped the field officers to identity the location of
crime through community CC cameras to get footages. With this the
officers can plan investigation and also rescuer operations more
efficiently.

• LOOKOUT Notices: The online App helped the field officers to locate
missing persons, unknown dead bodies and wanted offenders through
tagging of Lookout Notices to locations and trace it to concerned police
stations - all online and through smart phones.

• MY DESK: The exclusive tool of the police department also functioned
as a one click guide to a police officer’s personal corner to keep tab on
his Daily Progress Report, Pay slip, Service BOOK, leave management
and also his other commitments, deadlines and documentations. It helped
senior officers to review the DSR, beat performance and tap on grave
crime reports (GCR) while they are on move.

• PROCESS STANDARDISATION: The unique app provided a
platform for process standardisation, knowledge enhancement for
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inculcating best practices, Standard Operating Procedures (SOP’s), field
check lists and communication templates. This function of the App made
search and categorisation by crimes, locations and also solutions very
easy and accessible on mobiles.

• FUTURE ROAD MAP: The mobile app functioned as a ready-
reckoner and future road map and made it easier for decision makers to
take a focused decision on mostly issues like court constables senior
officers, Traffic, My Desk, SHO and HO;s.

• COMMUNITY POLICING: This App helped police officers to
coordinate efforts with the community by identifying the immediate needs
and organise Liaisoning either group wise, program wise in order to
proactively respond to community requirements. All community
volunteers registered on the HAWK EYE format would also be linked
to HYDCOP for better coordination and service to community.

This app now available for Windows, Android and KDS. In a nutshell
HYDCOP is a mobile based application for internal use by Hyderabad city
police. The police can get access to all the IT applications and databases
currently being used by the police through this app.

3. VeriFast -For fast Verification of Passport Applicants

A software application to distribute and monitor passport verification
reports online. Police verification officers are equipped with tablet computers
and the entire verification process is online, without any paper work. Citizen
satisfaction survey is carried out from centralized call center. Citizen
satisfaction ratings are periodically shared with Passport Verification
Officers. Telangana State has emerged to be the number one in the country,
with a turnaround time of 5 days for completion of police verification for the
issue of Indian Passports, which is the fastest in the country and appreciated
by the Ministry of External Affairs. This program is being replicated in AP
and Gujarat States too.
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4.  Facebook -Social media paper for every Police Station

This has resulted in the development of a sustainable community policing
model in the state. Over 400 police stations in the state are actively engaging
the citizens in the preferred social media platform. Police in the city
Commissionerates have also taken to the micro-blogging site, Twitter where
more and more citizens are following.

5.  Mobile App for tracking lost Vehicle

Mobile App for Stolen Vehicle Tracking System enables the police to
trace lost and abandoned vehicles.

6.  Mobile App for online reporting lost articles and NOC in 72
hours

Citizens can directly apply on Mobile App for 27 types of lost articles/
documents, to obtain a digitally signed police certificate, within 72 hours,
without even visiting the police station.

7.  Online Tracking of Petition Management Services

Petition Management application enables supervisory officers to monitor
action taken on petitions received at all police stations.

8.  Online monitoring of DPR of Hyderabad City Police

A daily performance report is generated through the work distribution
application in which each individual including home guards enters details of
work done every day. Key performance indicators have been developed to
ensure atleast 40% of the time of any supervisory officer is spent on
monitoring and evaluation. All the police stations in the Hyderabad Police
Commissicnerate have been provided with WiFi connectivity to enable the
police personnel get access to their mobile devices.
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The Hyderabad Police on June 23rd, 2015 launched a mobile App -
Police Workforce Management System - for internal purposes. Using the
application, police personnel can upload details of work performed by them
on a daily basis through their mobile devices.

The Hyderabad City Police “Mobile App” for “Work Force Management
System” so as to empower the Police Personnel of all ranks of Hyderabad
City Police to upload the details of work performed by them online on a
daily basis through their Mobile devices in addition to Leave management
etc. This will also enable the Police Personnel to access all reports online in
their Mobile Phone Devices in relation to Police Workforce Management
System.

9.  Market Intelligence Unit (MIU) to fight white collar crimes

A Market Intelligence Unit was created to prevent white collar offences
and protect gullible investors. Experts as consultants to study stock market
scams, NBFC gambles, money circulation and other market rackets.

10. People - police connect through Whatsapp

WhatsApp is being extensively used, to establish an environment of
constant interaction between the community and police.

11. Citizen Satisfaction Feedback Services -Third Party Call Centre

A third party call centre has been setup to elicit feedback on citizen
satisfaction. Based on this, monthly performance rating is given to all the
police stations and supervisory officers in Hyderabad.

12. SS Quality Management System implemented in all Police
Stations

Global Quality practices of 5-S to improve quality of service, crime
detection, public interaction, people friendly policing, traffic management
and community service.
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13. Quick response through fast Patrol Cars

Branded Patrol cars have been launched throughout the State. Specific
SOPs have been implemented in their work. All vehicles are connected to
Command and Control Centre through Vehicle Tracking System. Vehicle
mounted video surveillance system for enforcement and crime control is
also proposed to be set up in the state and about 550 patrol vehicles will be
equipped with this modern gadgetry at an estimate of Rs 26 crore. This will
also be integrated with the video wall at the First Response Command Centre
(FRCC).

A.  Armed interceptor Vehicles

To counter bold and armed terrorist attacks, armed interceptor vehicles
with trained personnel are positioned at all the strategic places in the state
capital on a 24/7 basis.

B.  CLUES Teams

A fully trained and equipped mobile forensic teams that are capable of
collecting forensic evidence from the crime scene have been deployed for
2-3 police stations in Hyderabad. These teams will help the investigating
police officers to elicit clues from the crime scene for detection of crimes.

14. HTRIMS (Hyderabad Traffic Integrated Management System)

A traffic control room is set up for continuous online monitoring of over
350 traffic junctions through CCTV camera feeds and also Traffic Police
cranes. Variable Messaging Electronic Signboards have been erected at all
the major junctions for dissemination of traffic related and other important
updates to the citizens.

15. Body Worn Cameras for Front Line Traffic Officers

Body worn cameras which were introduced on a pilot basis in Hyderabad
have resulted in a great turnaround of compliance of traffic regulations. It
has brought in a great deal of behavioural change in both the citizen and the
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traffic police personnel. Body worn cameras have made enforcement of
traffic regulations absolutely transparent by regulating the conduct of both
police and the public in traffic related situations.

16. e-Challans System - Cashless challans

Electronic Gadgets have been introduced in Traffic Enforcement,
Cashless System of Traffic Enforcement has been the hallmark of Hyderabad
Traffic Police and won laurel at national level. Direct collection of fines in
cash from the public has been completely eliminated and Hyderabad became
the first State capital the country to introduce cashless system of e-challans.

17. Tech campaign against Drunken Driving

Telangana Police has launched a sustained technology aided and
evidence based enforcement of special drive against Drunk driving and
brought to book serial offenders. The evidence based enforcement has been
accepted in the courts and several offenders sentenced up to a week in jail.
The Tech driven campaign has instilled tear among the potential offenders
and also brought down incidence of drunken accidents substantially.

18. Video Conference link to all police stations and mobile teams

Video conference facility has been provided to all the stations in
Hyderabad, not only to facilitate visual interaction but also to escalate the
crime scene. The initiative has been a boon promoting for regular review
and also to bring the expert on board to aid and guide in the investigation
from his work station to the incident spot to fasten the investigation process.

19. Community CCTV Protect and City wide CCTV Surveillance
Project

Under the community CCTV Project, about a lakh of CCTV Cameras
are expected to be installed in Hyderabad City in the next one year under
the provisions of the Public Safety Enforcement Measures Act, 2013. In
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addition to about 10,000 cameras are to be setup by the Government linking
all police stations with the proposed Command and Control Center.

Once these two projects are completed, Hyderabad will be the first city
with the best safety and security standards in India and on par with most of
global cities.

20. HYDPOL - Mobile App for Cops to help in the investigation

In-house and indigenous application for tracking criminals and fugitives
by integrating police database with Aadhar, courts and other available data
in the public domain.

21. Vertical wise management of the Hyderabad Police
Commissionerate

A system of continuous monitoring and evaluation of the performance
of police personnel through IT tools to enhance competitive environment to
improve performance of police personnel at all levels.

In addition, a continuous process of training and upgradation of skills
has brought much needed mindset changes in the police organisation. Best
practices from the corporate sector are being adopted.

Smart Police stations in Hyderabad now have 16 functional specialization
areas in which the personnel incharge of the functional verticals gets a
chance to participate compete and realize their career growth in the
organization.

22. BHAROSA

In a yet another new initiative, Hyderabad police constituted Bharosa, a
single point support centre to women and children, who become victims in
sexual assaults and violence. “Bharosa-Support Centre will work on a holistic
convergence approach where a victim in distress will get all the help and
support at one place.
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Registered as a non-profit society under Societies Registration Act
Bharosa will have an executive body, along with an advisory board
comprising medical legal, counselling and rehabilitation expertise to help
victims secure justice.

Launching the Bharosa on Day on March 9, 2016 coinciding with the
International Women’s Day, the Hyderabad Police Commissioner M.
Mahender Reddy said the idea of Bharosa was conceived after police top
brass realised that women and children falling prey to violence and abuse
were faced with huge challenges in their endeavour to get the accused
punished. Victims had to undergo cumbersome process moving around police
stations and hospitals increasing their distress instead of providing relief.

Aggrieved Women and Children subjected to violence due to attempted
sexual harassment, sexual assault, domestic violence, trafficking, honour
related crimes, acid attacks or with-hunting who reach out or are referred
to the Centre will be provided with specialized services. Bharosa will proved
a multi-pronged approach to meet the immediate needs of victims for
professional psychological or legal counselling. The website of Bharosa
operate from the 7,006 Sft work space set up on the ground floor of HACA
Bhavan in Saifabad.

Women facing physical, sexual, emotional, psychological and economic
abuse, irrespective of age, class, caste, education status, marital status, race
and culture will be provided with support and guidance for solutions. All
cases that fall u/s 375, 376, 376 C, 376 D of IPC and Sec 3, 5, 7, 9 of
POCSO Act will come under the purview of Bharosa Centre.

There is a proposal to create a separate IT cadre within the Police
Department to cater to the emerging needs of the changing pattern of crime
in future. In view of large scale white collar offences in the cyber space
and ever increasing cyber threats from across the border. Cyber security
and cyber crimes investigation has gained significance and is another
priority sector of Hyderabad Police.
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The police department proposes to undertake a massive revisit of the
processes that drive the administration in the HQ as well as the subordinate
offices. A comprehensive study of the existing processes is being undertaken
in association with a reputed Business School in Hyderabad viz., ISB, for
process re-engineering, which will be very employee and citizen friendly
aimed at bringing in more transparency and accountability in administration.

This kind of reforms in the police department has brought cascading
impact on the transparency and accountability in administration and also in
the delivery of citizen friendly, efficient police services to the people. Several
studies have also displayed a rapid transformation in the functioning of the
department.

All the above initiatives, are possible due to dedicated substantial planned
and phased investment by the government in the police department. Since
the Government believes that the technological transformation and delivery
of citizen services can get better and faster with the roll out in the police
department it has taken up empowerment of the department in a big way to
ensure better enforcement of laws and maintenance of peace and public
order.

Huge investment has been made in the modernization of the police
department and improving the infrastructure to showcase it as a role model
for other departments to emulate and provide for a clean and corruption-
free administration.
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SOCIAL MEDIA INNOVATION

Title-Police at the doorstep through social media

Name-Uttarakhand Mobile App

Nodal officer-Sanjay Gunjyal IGP Garhwal range Dehradun

The Uttarakhand Police Mobile App was formally inaugurated on 31-
10-2015 by Hon’ble Chief minister of Uttarakhand. Following online services
are available under the Uttarakhand Police Mobile App:-

a- Tenant intimation/Verification- To provide information and
verification of tenants

b- Domestic Servant/Employee intimation- To provide information
and verification regarding domestic servant or employee.

c- Crime Reporting- Any incident relating to eve teasing, road accident,
nuisance at public place, stalking, cyber stalking, traffic problem and
any information related to organized crime can be reported.

d- Alert Police- In case of any emergency police can be immediately
informed by one touch.

e. Lost & found Report – Any information regarding the lost and found
can be reported through this app.

f- Fight against Corruption:- Any information regarding bribery &
corruption can be reported and the name of the informer will be kept
confidential..

g- Wanted Criminals- Any information regarding the wanted criminal
can be reported.

h. Emergency Broadcast – Any information regarding emergency situation
like heavy rainfall, route diversion, natural disaster, etc. can be flashed..

Achievements of Uttarakhand Police Mobile App till now:-

In comparison to the Police Mobile Apps of the other states the Uttarakhand
police Mobile App has highest rating of 4.4 in google play store & till now
24601, number of people has downloaded this app.
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Technological Innovation by Uttar Pradesh Police

I. Title of Technological Innovation

Web Based Crime Mapping System

Name & Address of the Organization Conducting Innovation

Uttar Pradesh Police.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Mr. Bhagwan Swaroop (IG-Crime),
DGP Headquarter, 1- Tilak Marg, Lucknow
E-mail: igcrime-up@nic.in
Mob. No. 9454400198

Brief Summary of the Project
(a) The Problem

Preventive policing is still primarily experience based and traditional in nature.
The nature of crime and criminals has changed over the years. The criminal
are more innovative and well informed now. So the results of steps taken
for prevention of crime are not very encouraging. So there was a need of a
computerized tool to maintain a authentic crime/criminal database with an
ability to process the data on various parameters to identify Hot-Spots of
Crimes so that our resources are mobilized geographically and temporally in
those areas to produce better results.

(b) Solution and Key Benefits

SOLUTION- The web based crime mapping system

• To Identify Hot-Spots of Crimes irrespective of boundaries of Thana/
District/Range/Zone

• To Identify patterns and trends of Crimes.
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• To profile crime Geographically and temporally.

• To generate tailored reports automatically and quickly.

• To assist in allocating and dislocating resources.

• To understand the cause of crimes for preventive policing.

• To support community policing.

• Generate maps for beat, officers and for directed patrol missions.

• To design crime reduction program.

(c) Actors & Stake Holders

IG-Zones--->DIG Range-->/SSP/SPs--->Police Station

(d) Strategic Implementation

With the help of “Web Based Crime Mapping System” all the data related
to Scene of Occurrence of Crime, its time, day and date, Latitude and
Longitude is feeded in the WBCMS software under 16 heads of Crime viz-
Rape, Dowry Death, Chain Snatching, Attempt to Murder, Murder,
Burglary, Dacoity, Crime Against Women, Loot, Custodial Violence,
Kidnapping, Theft, Vehicle Theft, Riots, Road Accident, Crime Against
Children.

As per the data feeded in the Software on Google Map the particular 'HOT
SPOTS' related to a particular Crime is studied & analyzed. The particular
day or date and particular time or spot or route adopted by the Criminals is
studied and analyzed and on that basis of the data feeded an 'Action Plan' is
prepared and executed as per the inputs of the data received.
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(e) Overcoming Obstacles

Major hurdle/obstacle was the mind set of ground level functionaries and
their resistance to new ideas. Also adapting to new work requirement like
capturing the latitude and longitude of scene of occurrence was difficult for
them. However with eight rounds of training at eight Zonal HQRs to all the
stake holders we were able to break the ice and get the project running.

(f) Use of Resources

• Latitude/Longitude of scene of Crime

• Google Map for Pictorial representation of data

• Crime database of previous years

• Use of already existing manpower at DCRB

• Use of computers and other accessories already existing at DCRB

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

It’s a permanent crime record for different heads of Crime. With the help of
this database, we can study the pattern and Modus Operandi of Crime and
Criminals for many years to come. The system is sustainable and it can be
replicated/transferred to other end users easily.

(h) Lessons Learnt

Technology can be an effective means to optimize the use/deployment of
our resources for preventive policing.
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2. Title of Technological Innovation

E-FIR.

Name & Address of the Organization Conducting Innovation

U.P. Police Technical Services HQ, Lucknow.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

S.P. SCRB (State Crime Record Bureau)
Mob. 9454400342.

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Heads
(a) The Problem

Difficulty faced by the complainant in lodging the FIR at Police Station.

(b) Solution and Key Benefits

Facility of registration of online e-FIR through UP Police website-
www.uppolice.gov.in complainant is able to register FIR without going to
Police Station.

(c) Actors & Stake Holders

1. Complainant who can lodge the e-FIR (crime committed within the
jurisdiction of UP).

2. e-Police Station

3. Concerned police station.

(d) Strategic Implementation

At initial stage facility available for non-heinous offence and offences in
which offender is unknown. To avail this facility UP Police is running e-
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Police Station in SCRB, Mahanagar Lucknow. Complainant can register e-
FIR application through UP Police website after creating a login account.
e-FIR Application will be examined by e-Police Station and on merits will
be either 1. Accepted 2. Rejected 3. Lost Article Report Generated by e-
Police Station.

In case of acceptance of e-FIR Application, e-Police Station officials
incorporate the relevant Acts & Sections of law and registered FIR is sent
to concerned Police Station and a digitally signed copy will be sent to
complainant via e-mail. Complainant can contact concerned Police station
for further progress & information.

In case of rejection of e-FIR Application by e-Police station complainant
will receive sms and e-mail with rejection reasons. In case of Lost Article
Report, a copy of report will be sent to complainant via e-mail.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

Lack of information among people regarding e-FIR facility. To overcome
this problem we are issuing advertisement in print media and social media.

(f) Use of Resources

CCTNS database, 12 Desktop, 24x7 hours support Helpline numbers, 1
Heavy Duty Printer, 8 Mbps Broadband, Human Resource (Technical and
Police Officers).

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

Robust & Independent Platform. State is providing dedicated resources
and funds. This functionality is also extended to whatsapp for the further
ease of end user. Moreover e-FIR has been institutionalized in a way that
whole dedicated hierarchy in the shape of SP, DySP and other officials has
been assigned to it.

(h) Lessons Learnt

Use of modern Technology for Citizen Services and Transparency in policing.
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3. Title of Technological Innovation

Twitter Seva.

Name and Address of the Organization Conducting Innovation

UP POLICE.

Nodal Officer to be contacted

Rahul Srivastava, Adl SP
E-mail: pprodgp@gmail.com, upcoprahul@gmail.com
Mob. 9454401147.

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Heads
(a) The Problem

In case of non redressal of grievances from the police station, reaching out
to senior officers at the district level as well as at DGP HQ’s level Lucknow
was time consuming and problematic for the citizen.

(b) Solution and Key Benefits

(i) Rolling out of Twitter Seva for all the 75 districts, 18 DIGs & 08 IGs of
state with 122 verified handles.

(ii) Benefits

(a) opens an alternate channel for grievance redressal for general
public.

(b) Makes the police much more responsive and accountable.

(c) Disposal of public complaints gets done quickly.

(d) It has also given the police a robust platform to broadcast its own
news and achievements.
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(c) Actors and Stake Holders

District SPs/DIG’s/IG’s/A to DGP at DGP HQ/PRO office DGP HQ.

(d) Strategic Implementation

• All the complaints received from public is processed in a very organised
manner through Twitter Seva.

• The DGP HQ can keep a tab over pendency and resolution of complaints
through the tool.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

• It involved creation of social media cells throughout the state.

• The social media cells had to be trained in the Twitter Seva Protocol by
social media cell of DGP HQ.

(f) Use of Resources

• Selection of adequate human resource (police personnel) having the
aptitude for social media cell was done.

• They were equipped with the necessary gadgets and required resources
to run the social media cells.

• A detailed programme of regular training of social media cells of all
districts has been chalked out for optimum utilisation of resources.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

• To sustain it, orders were passed through a circular of DGP to create
social media cells throughout the state.

• Public relations officer at the district level and PRO to the DGP at the
state level have been entrusted with the responsibility to act as nodal
officers.
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• The entire operations of Twitter Seva for the state is being supervised
by A to DGP and an IG rank officer, which has been formalised through
a circular.

• The social media cell of DGP office has been registered as a separate
section.

(h) Lessons Learnt

(i) It requires police personnel with requisite aptitude to operate it.

(ii) A good command over native language as well as English is a prerequisite.
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4. Title of Technological Innovation

Saathi: “Citizen Cadets”.

Name and Address of the Organization Conducting Innovation

Uttar Pradesh Police Mahila Samman Prakoshth
62, Type-4 Wireless Colony Mahanagar,
Lucknow-226006.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Sadhna Singh, Deputy Superintendent of Police
E-mail: singhsadhna.singh8@gmail.com
Mob. 9454458195.

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Heads
(a) The Problem

Good governance involves policing of, for and by the people. With an adverse
police-citizen ratio (average of just one police personnel per 1000+ citizens
in UP), it becomes difficult for police personnel to look into the needs of all
citizens.

(b) Solution

As a workable and sustainable solution for this, U.P. Police Mahila Samman
Prakoshth (MSP) has started a program called SAATHI-”CITIZEN
CADETS” which has the USP of SMART, proactive, gender-sensitive
community-policing since 2014.

The program works towards building citizenship competencies and
responsible leadership among the “Citizen Cadets” by channelising informal
leadership skills, who then go on to take part in community engagement
within the framework of a more participative form of democracy.
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The “Citizen Cadets” or “Saathi” are designated to act as a link between
the public and the district police regarding gender-related problems of the
areas which they represent, with the Prakoshth serving as a bridge between
the Citizen Cadet and the concerned police station.

All Citizen Cadets would receive an identity-card, a badge and a cap and
would attend the monthly meetings of the police station concerned.

As an incentive, significant contributions by Citizen Cadets will be recognized
by the district authorities and outstanding ones would be annually felicitated
at the State level.

The Citizen Cadet (Volunteer) will also receive counselling, capacity-building
training and skill-development as an additional incentive.

This is one reason why this program is absolutely voluntary in nature with
no remuneration and marks a paradigm shift from traditional coercive and
reactive policing to a more cost-effective, responsive and participative
strategy of policing.

The core philosophy behind this program is that of selfless service to the
Community. Accordingly, the Prakoshth reserves the right to disqualify suo
moto any Citizen Cadet who uses her position for personal gains or makes
an attempt to take law in her own hands.

The concept further stands validated since the WCD ministry has also
asked the States to consider implementing the Central Government scheme
of Mahila Police Volunteers which has a similar note.

These Citizen Cadets thus form a volunteer corps of women initially (to be
extended to involve men at a later stage), in both rural and urban areas with
the following duties:

• To act like the eyes and ears of the geographical/thana areas they
represent, specially with reference to cases of gender-based violence,
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like domestic violence and human trafficking (being locals, they have
fair knowledge about the arrival and scouting of women and children
by strangers).

• To act as change agents who would enlighten their collectives about
the laws of the land related to women and children under our
ADHIKAAR program.

• To spread awareness about the use of RTI and RTE for women and
child-related issues.

• To spread knowledge about the online Portal VIKALP being run by
MSP.

• To spread awareness about the schemes of the Central and State
governments regarding women and children.

• To draw the attention of district authorities to any other gender-related
issue (provision of toilets or streetlighting included) pertaining to the
collectives they represent.

• To establish dialogues with schoolchildren under the RU-BA-RU
program of MSP.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

The main actors and stakeholders are the Government departments (specially
Education Department) the district Police, the MSP and the Citizen Cadets
who fall into two categories of – Citizen Cadet (Mentors) who are
accomplished women in various professions above the age of twenty and
Citizen Cadet (Volunteers) which is open to any woman above the age of
twenty years who has shown some leadership qualities within her collective.

(d) Strategic Implementation

• The program draws heavily on the NSS and NCC students in the various
colleges. The program targets the goal of 10 citizen cadets per thana,
in all the 1500 thanas of U.P. in the first phase of its implementation.
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• Tie-up with WCD, Mahila Samakhya, Asha Bahus, Anganbaadi workers,
the women in Home Guards and Civil Defence, the “Preraks” of the
National Literacy Mission, the Education Department, FICCI, PHDCC
and some NGOs like PLAN INDIA etc as well as other collectives
who are working in villages at the Panchayat level will also be carried
out to generate synergy with other stakeholders.

• The Citizen Cadet will also be introduced to the staff of the Asha Jyoti
Kendras which are being created by the State WCD as One-Stop
Convergence Centres as well as to the personnel posted at the
Reporting Chowkis of these Kendras apart from their respective police
stations.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

Identifying and screening suitable candidates who could translate the concept
on the ground was a challenge which was sorted out by asking the district
SPs to identify ten such women in all thanas of their respective districts and
talking to sizeable collectives like NSS, NCC, Preraks of the National
Literacy Mission etc.

(f) Use of Resources

It is a low-cost initiative which basically looks towards empowering women
by channelizing the existing informal leadership among them. The cost of
printing the application/nomination forms, I –cards etc as well as the training
programmes for capacity building are taken care of by the annual grants
given to the MSP by the Police Headquarters.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

Involving the citizens directly in Community Policing by creating a corps of
“citizen cadets” ensures the sustainability of the program.

As it has very simple processes involved in it, it has a very high scalability
quotient and can be easily put into use by various States of the country and
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in fact can be adopted by different countries too, with minor adaptations,
since they too stand at different points on the continuum of Gender Equality,
specially the ones which have a socio-cultural ethos similar to that of India.

(h) Lessons Learnt

The citizen cadets encourage women to speak up in a society where the
“culture of silence” and “victim blaming” is rampant, as they connect women
to their respective Police Stations .

It also gives tremendous confidence to the women and ensures valuable
citizen engagement .

However, it needs a robust publicity program, clear cut and strict
pronouncement of its modalities and Do’s and Dont’s as well as periodic
reviews to avoid any kind of confusion in the minds of the citizen Cadets
regarding their role and powers under the program.

Annexure for Saathi -  “Citizen Cadets”
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5. Title of Technological Innovation

“Vikalp: An “Alternative”.

Name and Address of the Organization Conducting Innovation

Uttar Pradesh Police Mahila Samman Prakoshth
62, Type-4 Wireless Colony Mahanagar,
Lucknow-226006.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Saiffudin Beg, Deputy Superintendent of Police
E-mail: saiflko@yahoo.co.in
Mob. 9454458360.

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Heads
(a) The Problem

Women are often reluctant to go to police stations, or at times do not even
have the freedom of doing so, specially in cases where gender-based violence
is perpetrated by family members.

(b) Solution

“VIKALP” is an online portal exclusively for women, where women
themselves, or anyone on their behalf, can register complaints easily and
with utmost safety from anywhere in the State of Uttar Pradesh. It is thus
virtually a “Thana-at-your-doorstep” concept, probably the first of its
kind in the country.

It has all the ingredients of SMART Policing through a robust public-police
interface in the realm of digital technology and human intervention, to
empower the “aadhi aabaadi” .

The portal optimally leverages ICT for the digital inclusion of women by
aligning it self with the security of women.
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Every complaint gets digitally recorded and the complainant is given a digital
acknowledgement in the form of a unique Complaint ID with which she/
he can see the progress in the case. The local police has to take action on
each and every complaint and upload the Action Taken Report (ATR) on
VIKALP within 24 hours.

As soon as a complaint is uploaded, an SMS is generated for the supervisory
officers of the district police concerned as well as for the Mahila Samman
Prakoshth (MSP).

A nodal officer has been appointed in each district who makes sure that the
police response is fast and efficient.

Further, the MSP also monitors this portal on a day to day basis and keeps
directing local police if cases are still pending or not being dealt satisfactorily.

Most importantly, every complainant has the option of rating police action
as “SATISFIED” or “DISSATISFIED.” As long as complainants express
dissatisfaction with police response, the loop remains open and MSP pursues
the matter with the SP and the nodal officer concerned, after legally vetting
these cases. Calls are also made to the complainants to ensure customer
satisfaction.

The process goes on until the complainant is fully satisfied with the police
action thereby giving women the power to hold the Police accountable and
get 100% response from them.

(c) Key Benefits

• The portal has removed geographical and time barriers for accessing
such a vital service as anyone can seek help and redressal of their
complaints anytime, anywhere.

• It ensures easy access through the UP Police website.
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• The portal encourages women to speak up in a society where the
“culture of silence” is rampant, since their identity is not disclosed
and they do not need to go to the Police Station. The last feature also
acts as a big boon for a physically challenged woman.

• It has also given tremendous confidence to the women of the State as
no case is closed till she expresses satisfaction with the police action
taken.

• Total accountability and transparency in police action is ensured
through this process.

• Happiness is writ large on the face of the complainant who goes back
with a token of empowerment, a unique complaint ID which gives
them access and power over the action taken by the local police and a
sense of control over her life.

• It saves time and energy both on the part of the police personnel as
well as the complainant and is highly convenient for scheduling their
responses.

• The portal has made police more responsive as it has increased their
focus on women-related crimes and helps them to connect better with
the women citizens within their jurisdiction, which is a vital ingredient
of effective Community Policing.

• It thus provides an alternative, protected, direct and highly user-friendly
interface between the citizens and their local police on issues related to
crime against women.

• The processes following the registration of the complaint ensures “boots
on the ground” and interaction with citizens, which is again a sine
qua non of effective community policing.

• It is eco friendly as it ensures a paperless transaction.

• Finally, it is totally in sync with UN SDG # 5:GenderEquality
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“VIKALP” is thus geared to guarantee total customer (public) satisfaction
and quality policing, and has contributed in bridging the trust-deficit between
police and civil society to a praiseworthy extent as well as ensuring the
well-being of the targeted population that we are meant to serve.

(d) Actors and Stake Holders

The actors and stakeholders are the Government, the UP Police, UP Police
Mahila Samman Prakoshth, the designated nodal police officers in the 75
districts of the state and those amongst the 110 million plus women of the
State who feel the need to register complaints or others who do it on their
behalf as well as the various collectives who spread the message of
VIKALP .

(e) Strategic Implementation

A gazetted officer has been designated as a nodal officer in each of the 75
districts of the State who attends to the complaints urgently, ensuring a
police response within 24 hours.

It has been set-up and is functioning with resources already existing and
hence there are no extra costs.

In order to provide the facility of VIKALP as an ICT tool in the hands of all
complainants approaching the office of the MSP, an E-cell has been
established there, with a dedicated and sensitive staff which is helping the
complainants to upload their complaint on the portal.

(f) Overcoming Obstacles

The only obstacles experienced were generating awareness amongst the
women about the existence of such an empowering tool and the low level
of digital knowledge among the target audience.

In order to spread awareness about the portal, handbill insertions in daily
newspapers, standies at public places including cyber cafes as well as
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spreading information about the portal to various collectives through the
Women SPOs made under our program of SAATHI: CITIZEN CADETS
and through our RU-BA-RU programmes which we conduct for
schoolchildren as well as discussions about the portal at various forums etc,
have been adopted.

Information about the portal can also be incorporated in every laptop being
distributed to girl students by the Govt.

As mentioned above, in order to provide the facility of VIKALP as an ICT
tool in the hands of all complainants approaching the office of the MSP, an
E-cell has been established there, with a dedicated and sensitive staff
which is helping the complainants to upload their complaint on the portal.

The increasing penetration of digital technology in society is also proving to
be both a push and pull factor for digital literacy in general and thereby
helping the cause of Vikalp.

(g) Use of Resources

• The portal leverages ICT for the digital inclusion of women and has all
the ingredients of SMART Policing.

• Every complaint gets digitally recorded and the complainant is given a
digital acknowledgement in the form of a unique Complaint ID with
which she/he can see the progress in the case. The local police has to
take action on each and every complaint and upload the Action Taken
Report (ATR) on VIKALP within 24 hours.

• As soon as a complaint is uploaded, an SMS is generated for the
supervisory officers of the district police concerned as well as for the
Mahila Samman Prakoshth (MSP).

• A nodal officer has been appointed in each district who makes sure
that the police response is fast and efficient. Further, the MSP also
monitors this portal on a day to day basis and keeps directing local
police if cases are still pending or not being dealt satisfactorily.
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(h) Sustainability and Transferability

VIKALP ensures easy access through the UP Police website in a very
simple way which helps in its accessibility and hence sustainability.

VIKALP is a perfect fit for SMART Policing through public-police interface
in the realm of digital technology and hence has a high degree of
sustainability.

Complainant gets a unique complaint ID which facilitates viewing of action
taken by police and giving feedback which ensures a high degree of
interactiveness and connectivity.

Owing to its inherent nature and as revealed by its performance and with
the monitoring and review mechanism evolved over time, VIKALP has
proved to be highly sustainable and its services will be available continuously
with the monitoring and reviewing mechanisms in place, for all times to
come.

It has the capacity of seamless integration with the following
supplementary services:

(a) Since sexual harassment in public spaces is a widespread reality for
women and girls, VIKALP can be used as a hot spot indicator/platform
for identifying places of public nuisance by uploading pictures of such
areas with a small accompanying text by anyone. The information can
then be referred to the local police/PCR concerned for further action.

(b) The portal can also be utilized as an Anti-human Trafficking Tool by
using it to upload information related to trafficking with protected photos,
text etc to be accessed and acted upon by the 35 AHTUs of the State
as the MSP is also the nodal agency for the anti-human trafficking
efforts of the State.

As it has very simple processes involved in it, it has a very high scalability
and transferability quotient and can be easily put into use by various
States of the country and in fact can be adopted by different countries too,
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with minor adaptations, since they too stand at different points on the
continuum of Gender Equality, specially the ones which have a socio-cultural
ethos similar to that of India.

(i) Lessons Learnt

The portal has been in use since the past two years and has been tried and
tested completely at the ground level and cleared of its initial glitches.

The most important lesson learnt is that with intense monitoring and reviewing,
even a small and committed group of workers can achieve the set goals.

There is a lot of qualitative impact and rich social dividends in the form of
quality policing, reduced trust- deficit between citizens and the police and a
tremendous sense of empowerment amongst the women which calls for its
replication in other states too.

The portal has removed geographical and time barriers for accessing such
a vital service as anyone can seek redressal of their complaints anytime,
anywhere.

Total accountability and transparency in police action is ensured through
this process and hence qualifies as an exemplary tool to be replicated
elsewhere.

The portal encourages women to speak up in a society where the “culture
of silence” and “victim blaming” is rampant, since their identity is not
disclosed and they do not need to go to the Police Station. The last feature
also acts as a big boon for a physically challenged woman.

It has also given tremendous confidence to the women of the State as no
case is closed till she expresses satisfaction with the police action taken.

Owing to its inherently simple nature it has a high scalability, sustainability
and transferability quotient.

There is however a need for wider and more robust publicity of the portal
so as to increase its reach to the potential beneficiaries.
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Annexure for VIKALP
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Gender-sensitive Community Policing

The U.P. Police Mahila Samman Prakoshth (MSP), an initiative of
the UP Police to serve the 110 million + women who live in Uttar Pradesh,
was officially started in September 2014.

It has designed and implemented a bouquet of nine discrete and yet
inter-connected programs based on the 3P model and have optimally
leveraged ICT and human resources to evolve a holistic framework of
Gender-sensitive Community Policing for ending gender-based
discrimination in its various formats.

The work of MSP is directed towards generating awareness, creating
a synergy and capacity-building for women empowerment, and is also
interspersed with direct and indirect action with the help of local police and
civil society members.

This is the first time ever that a full-fledged organization has been
set-up in the State which exclusively looks into the policing aspects of
issues related to women. With proactive support pouring in from UNICEF,
Action Aid, various government departments (specially the MHA and Home
Department) as well as the civil society, the campaigns have gained in
strength continually over a period of one and a half years.

With the passage of time, the policing aspect of issues related to children
were also entrusted to the MSP and it was also made the nodal agency for
the anti-Human Trafficking efforts of the State.

The work of MSP has been praised by leading publications like World
Business Times, India Today, The Times of India as well as by
Members of Parliament (MPs) from India, Canada and UK.

Given our dedication to quality, we have also been awarded an ISO
9001:2008 certification, which vouch safes for the structural and functional
soundness of the organization.
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These programs can be divided into three broad divisions and are aimed
at providing qualitative policing on gender-based issues:

(A) Programmes within the Police Department

(a) VIKALP - A web portal dedicated exclusively to registering and
processing complaints regarding crimes against women, which uses
innovative digital technology to ensure over 95% police compliance
and transparency.

(b)  NAVCHETNA - Capacity-building of police personnel through gender
sensitization and behavioural change workshops / trainings

(B) Programmes related to civil society and perception-building

(a) SAATHI - Involving the citizens directly in Community Policing by
creating a corps of “citizen cadets”

(b) RU-BA-RU - Direct interaction between police and students for gender
equality

(c) AKSHAYA - Self-defence programme for girl students

(d) SAARTHI - Making public transport safe for women

(e) JAGRITI - Awareness generation regarding gender issues by public
figures

(f) ADHIKAAR - Legal literacy and knowledge-sharing

(C) Programme with Academic Orientation

(a) SHODH EVAM SAMWAAD - Promoting research, dialogue and
discussion around Gender-related issues and drawing up policy
suggestions from them
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A strong social media presence also ensures that the gap in societal
awareness and proactive governance is suitably addressed.

The USP of the Mahila Samman Prakoshth is that despite being a lean
organization with very limited resources, it has created and implemented
direct interventions that helps in fostering a robust environment for women
empowerment.

It has thus gained tremendous goodwill within a very short time and in
the process, has suitably addressed the existing trust-deficit between the
citizens and police in relation to gender- related crimes.
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Technological Innovation by West Bengal Police

Title of Technological Innovation

Crime-Criminal Search (http://www.wbpcrime.info).

Name and Address of the Organisation Conducting Innovation

Criminal Investigation Department, West Bengal, Bhabani Bhaban,
Belvedere Road, Kolkata-700027.

Nodal officer to be contacted

Shri Sanjay Singh, IPS, IG-1, CID
Mob. 9830425757
E-mail- sanjaysingh13@gmail.com

Brief Summary of the Project
(a) The Problem

It was felt necessary to provide crime and criminal related information to
police officers in the field at any location where they need it, be it a police
station premise, a scene of crime or a crime-review meeting.

The IT application which proposed to do the above should be Investigative
Officer-centric, and should have an easy learning-curve, convenient user-
interface and fast response to attract and keep engaged field-level officers.
Above all, it should add some value to their work rather than be a direction-
less database-building exercise.

The application should be able to assist the IOs to find upto-date information
about criminals, their personal particulars (including photographs), all known
addresses, crime record and known associates. The database could not be
allowed to become stale over time, and all the information should be upto-
date. The second most important feature of the database should be that it
should allow the IOs to analyse crimes and search for likely suspects based
on leads that have been obtained through investigation.
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(b) Solution and Key Benefits

It was decided to create a web-based application so that officers could use
it from any browser, including, mobile browser, and access it both at the
police station and from the field. The application was designed on the Ruby
on Rails platform with a Postgres-ORM. The RoR platform was chosen as
it is flexible, allowing the application to be developed and evolved quickly. It
is also highly scalable and allows multi-threading as well as a large number
of simultaneous users. It has inherent security features and prevents both
Cross Site Scripting and SQL injection.

Since the web-based path was chosen, an elaborate authorisation and
authentication system was put in place so that only authorised police officers
could access the app, with different privileges for different categories of
users.

To fulfill the requirement of initial bulk, code was written for importing all
possible existing databases. The CID, West Bengal receives a daily crime
SITREP from all districts of the State. It contains case references of DRBT,
Crime against Women, Arms Act, FICN, NDPS Act, Terrorist Activities
and Economic Offences along with a brief gist. Since 2011, these Crime
SITREPs have been stored  electronically. The existing data was
standardized and converted to a usable form before being uploaded to the
application. This, straightaway, enabled us to start with over one lakh cases,
with proper classification and capable of being searched by any of the
parameters mentioned above.

The 25 different Correctional Homes in West Bengal were maintaining
databases of criminals and case records along with their photographs. The
data back up from all these Correctional Homes was obtained and converted
so that it could be uploaded to the application. This enabled us to start with
roughly 1,60,000 criminals with photographs, some of whom were added to
the existing cases and some required the creation of new cases (about
80,000) programmatically. The second step was essential as the crime
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SITREP mentioned in the first step was based only on the FIR and did not
contain the names of the criminals.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

The application was designed and created by Shri Sanjay Singh, IPS
(WB:1992), who is an IIT Delhi graduate. He also performed the entire
task of data conversion from scattered sources. He maintains the source-
code and continues to evolve the application on a daily basis based on user
feedback and new ideas. Since its release to the police officers of West
Bengal, there has been a tremendous and spontaneous response from the
police station level officers, who can not only view the data but add to it as
well. As on 18/10/2016, the application has 1666 authorised users. About
100 users access the app everyday. Due to the creation of records by field
level users the number of criminals for the database has risen to 204927.
Presently the number of cases stands at 246629 .Cases are being added
both by field level users and bulk-uploaded  by CID Admin everyday. The
total number of criminals and photographs which have been added manually
by field level officers stands at 35050. This is an indicator of the
usefulness of the application to the field level officers. No binding
instructions have been issued for addition of records, however,
officers are using the application and adding records everyday as
they are finding it useful and feel morally obligated to keep the
database updated. In a sense they are all stake-holders and the
application is flourishing because of them.

The popularity of the application can be gauged by the fact that it is the
number one search result on Google for “crime criminal search”, and “crime
criminal database” and the second highest ranked result for “crime criminal
vehicle”, even though the application has not yet been released to the public.

(d) Strategic Implementation

The project was implemented in a highly iterative way. The assistance
provided by CID, West Bengal in terms of data entry operators was amply
utilised.
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(e) Overcoming Obstacles

The project required integration of every existing source of data so that it
could be presented as a “gift” to the field-officers rather than as another
blank system where they needed to pump in data purposelessly, an exercise
which our hard-working IOs perceive as drudgery. This was a pains-taking
exercise as the existing sources of data were too raw, with even a single
police station being spelt in 15 different ways. Pattern-recognition code
had to be written to extract identifiers like police station, case number and
date, sections, etc from raw text files. Furthermore, the data maintained by
the prisons was rich, but again distributed in 25 different locations/formats.
It was a major mile-stone to receive, convert and import the essential data
of criminals, their photographs and their crime and arrest record.

The design of the software itself progressed smoothly due to its creator’s
previous experience.

The last and the most important obstacle was the popularisation of the
application across the breadth of the state. The author needed to tour and
explain the benefits of the system district-wise, before the users could be
involved in the process. After a critical mass in terms of number of active
users, the expansion of the user-base occurred rapidly with word-of-mouth
recommendations.

(f) Use of Resources

The entire process has the barest minimum of requirement of any resources.
Everything is cloud-based, with a small monthly charge. A team of 2 police
officers and 5 data entry operators performs the day-to-day administrative
functions, including monitoring of database usage and changes made to the
database by users, monitoring of advanced search being conducted by users
and guiding them to the proper way of using parameters-based search, bulk
upload of data available at CID Headquarters, and merging of duplicate
entries of criminals.
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(g) Sustainability and Transferability

Probably the biggest strength of the system is its scalability. It can be
expanded to cover more States or more functions without any loss of
performance. It is self-sustaining, and thrives on cloud-sourcing of criminal
information. As witnessed in West Bengal, it is sufficiently attractive to
involve field-officers without any official fiat. Its feature-richness, speed,
ease of use and reliability are probably the reasons behind its organic
popularity.

The source-code can be shared free of cost across States to replicate the
project, or even better, more States could join the CCS itself so that there is
a single database.

(h) Lesson Learnt

It is essential to develop such application-level innovations on top of enterprise
solutions like CCTNS to popularise the use of IT among ordinary policemen,
and to enable them to perform their work more intelligently. Further, the
domain-specific wisdom that comes from in-house development (as in the
case of CCS) is irreplaceable. Lastly, any system that gets frozen in terms
of design will be unpopular. The CCS has benefitted tremendously from
user feedback, and starting from its simpler target of providing a crime-
criminal database, the application has grown to have the following features:

1. Basis search for a criminal by providing name, alias, address or telephone
number.

2. Advanced search for criminals likely to be involved in a case under
investigation, by giving Classification of the case e.g. “dacoity”, Key-
word e.g. “bank”, geographical area and identifying physical marks
that may have been noticed by witnesses.

3. Advanced search for crimes by giving Classification, Key-word,
geographical area and time period of interest.

4. Time chart of crimes under any category.
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5. Daily Crime Report for the State or for any particular district, showing
crimes under various heads along with a running comparison of the
total number of cases under the given head for the current year (upto
the given date) as compared to the corresponding period for the previous
year.

6. Seeking help by the IO of any case by uploading pictures requiring
identification.

7. Generating arrest alert for any criminal by providing his name, father’s
name, and address. Thereafter, whenever any criminal similar to the
one specified is arrested anywhere in West Bengal, the officer who
had set the alert would receive an e-mail alert.

8. Search for any vehicle’s involvement in crime.

9. The following features have been provided to the public who can access
them without logging-in.

a) An interactive map of all police stations in West Bengal showing
one’s present location on the map, the nearest police station and
allowing search for any police station. The person can navigate to
the given police station and the map also provides the details for
communicating with the police station (telephone number, OC’s
name, address, etc.),

b) A heat-map showing the intensity of certain crimes like road-robbery
or burglary,

c) See the clues for which police officers are seeking help (para 6
above) and provide information, if possible, and,

d) Vehicle search, as mentioned in para 8 above.

Because of the case-specific or general communication feature provided
in the app, it has a major potential for becoming a kind of police social
media channel.

Future plans include the use of this data for research and predictive policing.
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Technological Innovation by Raksha Shakti
University

A.   Technology Innovation - 1

Title of the Technological Innovation

Validation of Brain Fingerprinting in Technology in Indian Population.

Name and Address of the Organization

Institute of Research & Development,
Raksha Shakti University (RSU),
Meghaninagar, Ahmedabad, Gujarat
380016.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Prof. Dr. S.L. Vaya, Director,
Institute of R&D, RSU
Phone No: 09978408236
E-mail: dir_rd@rakshashaktiuniversity.edu.in

Brief Summary of the Project
(a) The Problem

To carry out research, to see and validate the applicability of this technology
in Indian Population.

(b) Solution & Key Benefits

To aid in investigation where there is a dead end to investigation, in facilitating
investigation, to narrow down the focus of investigation.
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(c) Actors & Stakeholders

Bibin Abraham Zachariah an RCI licensed Clinical Psychologist by profession
and the only Ph.D research scholar who is working on this technology and
in validation of this technology in Indian population under the guidance of
Prof. Dr. S.L. Vaya. He is assisting Reporting Officers and Investigating
Officers in actual crime cases referred to Institute of Research and
Development.

(d) Strategic Implementation

Simulation studies and Court referred cases from investigative agencies.
Reports and results generated are being submitted to the investigative
agencies.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

Presently the Brain Fingerprinting Technology is installed at institute of
Research and Development of RSU with an MoU for carrying out research
for a period of two years. However, once the research work is completed,
if RSU has to own then, the instrument need to be purchased.

(f) Use of Resources

Till now Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI).

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

This technology is used by FBI, CIA and US Navy and found 99% accurate.

(h) Lessons Learnt

This technology can be effectively used for investigating crime cases including
terrorism, financial fraud, espionage, national security and intelligence
gathering.
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B.   Technology Innovation - 2

Title of the Technological Innovation

Layered Voice Analysis.

Name and Address of the Organization Conducting Innovation

Institute of Research & Development,
Raksha Shakti University, Meghaninagar,
Ahmedabad, Gujarat- 380016.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Prof. Dr. S.L. Vaya, Director,
Institute of R&D, RSU.
Phone No. 099781108236
E-mail: dir_rd@rakshashaktiuniversityedu.in

Brief Summary of the Project
(a) The Problem

To carry out research to identify malicious intent so that it can be used for
crime prevention and security agencies.

(b) Solution & Key Benefits

To aid in investigation where there is a dead end to investigation, in facilitating
investigation, to narrow down the investigation.

(c) Actors & Stake Holders

Ms. Soumya Bhatt is a licensed LVA expert and also the research scholar
working on this technology who has assisted in many of the cases with this
technology and psychological assessments. This research is under the
guidance of Prof. Dr. S.L. Vaya.
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(d) Strategic Implementation

All Ph.D Scholars irrespective of their discipline had been given training in
LVA. So that, as a part of practical implementation other RSU students can
get exposure through these scholars.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

(f) Use of Resources

Mainly used by Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI).

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

(h) Lessons Learnt

Students of RSU will be exposed to the utility of LVA, when they start
working in this field, it would help them in identifying malicious intent.

C.   Technology Innovation - 3

Title of the Technological Innovation

Neurocriminology

Name and Address of the Organization conducting Innovation

Institute of Research & Development,
Raksha Shakti University, Meghaninagar,
Ahmedabad, Gujarat- 380016.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Prof. Dr. S.L. Vaya, Director,
Institute of R&D, RSU.
Phone No. 099781108236
E-mail: dir_rd@rakshashaktiuniversityedu.in
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Brief Summary of the Project
(a) The Problem

Scientific Module To identify the efficacy of Neurocriminology Module on
Prison Population.

(b) Solution & Key Benefits

To inculcate prosocial behaviour among the prison population who have
antisocial behaviour and thereby reducing recidivism. This is a prison
reformation module where antisocial behaviour can be reduced.

(c) Actors & Stake Holders

Bijin Thomas Zachariah an RCI licensed Clinical Psychologist by profession
and the only Ph.D research scholar who is working on this Neurocriminology
Module under the guidance of Prof. Dr. S.L. Vaya.

(d) Strategic Implementation

This can be implemented in Juvenile Homes, Observational Homes, Jails
and rehabilitation centres.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

Institute of Research and Development of RSU had purchased the copyright
of this module. Since the module is from a western context, the Indian
version of this module is being developed the said research scholar under
the supervision of Dr. S.L. Vaya.

(f) Use of Resources

This resource is being used in Juvenile Home and Observation Homes in
Ahmedabad.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

Since Institute of Research And Development has the copyright of this
Module. This module can be implemented across the country from the
Institute of Research and Development platform.
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Technological Innovation by University of
Madras

1. Title of Technological Innovation

Extent and Modus Operandi of Bank Frauds: Role of the Police in Handling
Bank Frauds in the State of Tamil Nadu.

Name and Address of the Organization Conducting Innovation

Department of Criminology
University of Madras
Chepauk, Chennai - 600 005

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Dr. M. Srinivasan
Professor and Head
Department of Criminology
University of Madras
Chepauk, Chennai- 600 005
Email: murugesan.srinivasan2013@gmail.com

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings

The research project has been submitted to the Bureau of Police Research
& Development (BPR&D)
Ministry of Home Affairs
Government of India
New Delhi

(a) The Problem

This research project aimed to examine the nature and extent of bank frauds
and the modus operandi adopted by the fraudsters. The study also attempted
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to examine the methods and procedures followed by the police while dealing
with bank frauds.

(b) Solution

(1) In the state of Tamil Nadu only 400 bank fraud cases were registered
over a period of six years (2006-2011). This low number is obviously
due to either non-reporting of bank frauds by the banks or due to the
non-registration of bank fraud cases. To have a more realistic picture
of the offences committed in the banking sector, both the banks and the
police should be directed to report and register all fraud cases.

(2) The study has shown that of all the forms of bank frauds, forgery
including electronic forgery assumed high proportion. To deal with forgery
cases both the banks and the police should have personnel who are
technically qualified in the field of forensic science and cyber forensics.

(3) The findings have shown that a large number of cases are either under
investigation or pending trial. Therefore, it is recommended that both
the police and prosecution should speed up the process and dispose of
the cases within a specific time limit.

(4) The respondents, namely, the bank officers, observed that bank frauds
occur due to the lack of verification of documents etc. by the banks.
Further, they have reported that the public sector banks are more prone
to bank frauds. Hence, it is recommended that all the banks particularly
the public sector banks should strictly adhere to the guidelines issued by
the RBI. Additionally, the banks should take steps to strengthen the
internal control mechanisms so as to minimise the incidence of bank
frauds.

(5) The present research has revealed that a significant percentage of the
respondents felt that there is no proper co-ordination among the police,
banks and other related agencies while trying a case in criminal court.
To improve the relationship and build rapport among the three groups, it
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is recommended that a co-ordination committee/team should be set up,
comprising of bank representatives, police officers involved in the
investigation of bank frauds and the prosecutors. It is suggested that a
judicial officer or a senior prosecutor should head the committee and
facilitate the co-ordination among the three groups in the investigation
of a bank fraud.

(6) Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) has been developed for the police
officers and bank officials.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

1) Police officers
2) Bank officers

(d) Strategic Implementation

The findings of this research project may be shared with all the state police
departments to have an insight on the investigation of bank fraud cases
upon the direction from BPR&D.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

From police point of view;
1) No proper documentation of reported bank fraud cases
2) Lack of evidence
3) Lack of co-operation by the banks
4) Lack of technical support
5) Lack of adequate laws

From banks’ point of view:
1) Lack of co-operation from the account holder
2) Delay in investigation by the police/CBI
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(f) Use of Resources

This project can be a repository of the questions like various forms/types of
bank frauds, characteristics of fraudsters and modus operandi adopted by
them, methods and procedures followed by police officers as well as bank
officials while handling bank fraud cases and finally the challenges faced by
the police and banks dealing with bank frauds in the state of Tamil Nadu.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

The study concentrated on the fraud cases that had been registered over a
period of six years (2006-2011). In line with this research, it is imperative to
conduct a continuous research to address the difficulties faced by the police
officers and bank officials dealing with bank frauds.

(h) Lessons Learnt

1) With regard to the impact of cybercrime victimisation, around 52
percentage of the respondents feared secondary victimisation and similar
percentage (50 %) of respondents who faced Cybercrime victimisation
either feared that others would come to know about their victimisation
or developed a sense of sadness and felt hurt for having experienced
such a situation.

2) Of the cumulative percentage of impact of cybercrime victimisation on
respondents, 15.6 percent developed a sense of sadness and felt hurt
[either very often (6.7%) or often (8.9%)] and 36.8% felt sad or
emotionally vulnerable [sometimes (15%) or rarely (22.14%)]. A minor
proportion (12%) of respondents developed addiction such as consuming
alcohol as a result of cybercrime victimisation.

3) Alarmingly, out of those who are victimised (n = 926), only 1.6 percent
reported victimisation to the police. A high percentage (47.2%) of them
talked about it to their friends and their parents (19.8%) Unfortunately,
nearly one third (29.4%) of respondents did not report their victimisation
to anyone.
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2. Title of Technological Innovation

Cybercrime Victimisation: Its Extent and Forms among College Students in

Chennai

Name and Address of the Organization Conducting Innovation

Department of Criminology

University of Madras

Chepauk, Chennai- 600 005

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Dr. M. Srinivasan

Professor and Head

Department of Criminology

University of Madras

Chepauk, Chennai - 600 005

Email: murugesan.srinivasan2013@gmail.com

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings

PhD. Thesis submitted by Mr. M. V. Henry Jerome, Research Scholar,

Department of Criminology to the University of Madras (June 2016).

a) The Problem

The thesis is aimed at discovering the extent of cybercrime victimisation

among college students in Chennai. The research has attempted to find out

the various forms of cybercrime victimisation faced by college students in

Chennai. The study also examined the impact of the problems of Cybercrime

and the reporting behaviour of victims.
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(b) Overcoming obstacles

1) The available statistics show that there is an increase on the occurrence
of cybercrime in India, but such statistics lack clarity on the different
forms of cybercrime.

2) There is a difficulty in estimating the extent of cybercrime victimisation
due to factors such as small sample size, self-reporting surveys and so
on.

3) The impact of cybercrime on victims has not been extensively studied.

4) In India, limited research has been carried out on the problem of
cybercrime and the impact of victimisation. Specifically, very few studies
have been conducted on the newer forms of cybercrime, the forms of
victimisation and their impact on victims.

(c) Use of Resources

The outcome of the research could be utilised for better understanding of
extent and forms of cybercrime victimisation, impact of cybercrime
victimisation, reporting behaviour, needs and expectations among the college
students.

(d) Sustainability and Transferability

The study was conducted in Chennai among students pursuing both
undergraduate and postgraduate programmes in colleges. Further, based on
this research an elaborate study can be carried out in all the states by including
school students.

(e) Lessons Learnt

1) With regard to the impact of cybercrime victimisation, around 52
percentage of the respondents feared secondary victimisation and similar
percentage (50 %) of respondents who faced cybercrime victimisation
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either feared that others would come to know about their victimisation
or developed a sense of sadness and felt hurt for having experienced
such a situation.

2) Of the cumulative percentage of impact cybercrime victimisation on
respondents, 15.6 percent developed a sense of sadness and felt hurt
[either very often (6.7%) or often (8.9%)] and 368% felt sad or
emotionally vulnerable [sometimes (15%) or rarely (22.14%)].  A minor
proportion (12%) of respondents developed addiction such as consuming
alcohol as a result of cybercrime victimisation.

3) Alarmingly, out of those who are victimised (n = 926), only 1.6 percent
reported victimisation to the police. A high percentage (47.2%) of them
talked about it to their friends and their parents (19.8%). Unfortunately,
nearly one third (29.4%) of respondents did not report their victimisation
to anyone.
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Technological Innovation by Tamil Nadu SFSL

1. Title of Technological Innovation

Monitoring the circulation of Fake Indian Currency Notes.

Name and Address of the Organization Conducting Innovation

The Director, Tamilnadu Forensic Sciences Department,
Mylapore, Chennai
Contact No. 044-28447771.

Nodal officer to be Contacted

The Director, Tamilnadu Forensic Sciences Department,
Mylapore, Chennai
Contact No. 044-28447771.

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings

The proposal is sent to Government to form a separate FICN cell in TNFSD
by separating the analysis of FICN notes from the physics division of
TNFSD.

(a) The Problem

In the physics division of TNFSD various analysis of physical evidences
such as stains, vehicles, glass paints, photographs, audio, video recordings,
fire damaged, electrical wires etc. are being done along with counterfeit
currency notes. Hence duration of analysis becomes longer. Moreover
specialised expertise in analysis of FICN is required to analysis and profiling
of FICN is required to monitor the specific pattern and circulation.
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(b) Solution

(1) Formation of separate FICN cell in TNFSD with adequate strength and
infrastructure for forensic analysis of FICN.

(2) Maintenance of separate database of various types of FICN seized and
it can be referred for analysis and profiling based on printing methods
and microscopic features which will facilitate the detection of FICN
cases.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

Police Officers, State Governments, Forensic Science Experts.

(d) Strategic Implementation

A proposal was sent by TNFSD to the state government for formation of
separate FICN  cell and it is under pipeline.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

1) Delay in receiving the analysis reports of FICN cases from TNFSD.

2) Absence of data base on FICN cases.

(f) Use of Resources

Infrastructure and forensic experts of TNFSD and financial sanction by
State Government.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

Time bound analysis will help in close monitoring of the circulation of FICN
and thereby prevent and curb the menace of FICN.

(h) Lessons Learnt

Specialised cell for forensic analysis and a separate database will help for
analysis and profiling of FICN which would help the investigators in close
monitoring the circulation of FICN in Tamil Nadu and curbing this menace.
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2. Title of Technological Innovation

Preservation of DNA samples of unidentified dead bodies.

Name and Address of the Organization Conducting Innovation

The Director, Tamilnadu Forensic Sciences Department,
Mylapore, Chennai
Contact No. 044-28447771.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

The Director, Tamilnadu Forensic Sciences Department,
Mylapore, Chennai
Contact No. 044-28447771.

Brief summary of the Project under the Following Headings

The DNA samples of the un-identified dead bodies extracted from its femur
bone and piece of tissue is being well preserved in TNFSD for future DNA
profiling if required to identify the dead body.

(a) The Problem

Cases of un-identified dead bodies are being reported in huge number mainly
in Government Railway Police, Tamil Nadu and preservation of the dead
bodies till the time the body is identified by relatives is very difficult.

(b) Solution

If the identity of the body was not established after two days of the incident,
on the third day post mortem is conducted apart from taking finger prints
and viscera, femur bone (mid portion). A piece of tissue is being collected
and sent to TNFSD which inturn is well preserved for DNA profiling if
required in future for the purpose of identifying the dead body.
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(c) Actors and Stake Holders

Police officers, Medical Doctors, Forensic Science experts

(d) Strategic Implementation

A circular memorandum along with standing operating procedure, check list
and flow chart was prepared and circulated to all the police stations and
investigating officers of Government Railway Police. The Supervisory
Officers regularly monitor the procedures followed by the investigating
Officers in all cases of unidentified dead bodies.

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

The problem of piling up of the un-identified dead bodies in mortuaries has
been resolved.

(f) Use of Resources

(1) Special cutting device given to Government hospitals for taking femur
bones.

(2) Separate air conditioned rooms and infrastructure provided for preserving
the samples in TNFSD.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

Samples are permanent in nature and easily transferrable.

(h) Lessons Learnt

Use of latest Scientific methods help in fool proof identification of un-identified
dead bodies and also of accumulation of dead bodies in mortuaries.
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Technological Innovation by Tripura SFSL

Title of Technological Innovation

i) Forensic analysis of Opium smeared on body of the towel.

ii) Use of SEM-EDX and Spectroscopic analysis for detection of hi-tech
print FICN (Fake Indian Currency Note).

iii) Forensic analysis of one million dollar and Euro note.

iv) Forensic analysis of 50 year old unearthed ammunition.

v) Forensic examination of different country made firearms.

vi) DNA profiling of unknown dead body and their data bank.

Name and Address of the Organization Conducting Innovation

Director, State Forensic Science Laboratory,
Near PTA complex, Narsingarh, Pin-7990l5.
Tel.-Fax: (0381)-2341266, E-Mail: fsl_agt23@rediffmail.com

Nodal Officers to be Contacted

(I) Dr. H.K. Pratihari, Director,
Tripura State Forensic Science Laboratory,
Near PTA Complex, Narsingarh, Pin-7990l5.
E-mail: fsl_agt23@rediffmail.com

(II) Dr. Ajitesh Pal, Scientific Officer,
Ballistics/Physics Division,
Tripura State Forensic Science Laboratory,
Near PTA complex, Narsingarh, Pin-7990l5
E-Mail: ajiteshpal77@rediffmailcom
Mob. 09774548616
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Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings
(a) The Problem

It is observed that the modus operandi of different crimes has been improved
with the available modern technology. In order to fight against hi-tech crimes,
it is necessary, to revolutionarize the use of forensic technology in the detection
of crime and criminals. There should be massive use of scientific investigation
in the police work and world class facility be available in the laboratory.

The circulation of counterfeit Indian currency notes, increase in use of country
made firearms/ammunition, DNA profiling & creation of data bank of
unidentified dead bodies and sexual offence cases & cyber forensic have
become a challenging areas in the field of forensic investigation. The research
and development program on such fields necessitate to indepth study to
generate data bank for the benefit of criminal justice in the nation/state.

(b) Solution and Key Benefits

The solution to the above problems is based on following three factors:

i. Qualified technical hand

ii. Training

iii. Equipment

For R & D and routine examination, state of the art equipment like SEM-
EDX, Video Spectral Comparator (VSC-6000), GC-Head space, DNA
Sequencer (with automation system), PCR are required to be housed in the
laboratory. The output of the study will be useful material and guidance for
the development of forensic science services.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

Tripura State FSL (Scientists) & Calcutta CFSL (Scientists).
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(d) Training Implementation

Nil

(e) Overcoming Obstacles

Presently non availability of equipment, collaborative study with referral
laboratory ie, CFSL, Kolkata will be helpful in overcoming obstacles.

(f) Uses of Sources

Logistic support from Dr. M.S. Rao, EX-Chief Forensic Scientist, DFS,
MHA, Govt. of India, New Delhi is the main source of inspiration in the R
& D Work.

(g) Sustainability and Transferability

The innovated technique can sustain for the coming years and the developed
technology could be transferred free of cost.

(h) Lessons Learnt

The technique so developed is now being utilized for R&D work on the
above mentioned area mentioned under Title of Technological Innovation.

(i) References

(i) Examination of some Indian Homemade improvised Firearms & their
ammunition. AFTE journal - Volume 46 Number 3, Summer 2014, USA.

(ii) Examination of some country made smooth Bore Firearms. Journal of
Forensic Science and Criminology, vol. 2(2), 2014, 1-6, USA.

(iii) Post Analysis of Firing case by optical and scanning Electron Microscopy.
Journal of Advanced Microscopy Research, Vol. 9, 2014, 67-70, USA.
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(iv) Spectral studies on Original and Fake Rupees 1000 Denomination Notes.
International Journal of Chemistry and Applications, Vol 4, 2(2012) 91-
96, USA.

(v) Examination of some counterfeit Indian 5-Rupee denomination coins- A
case study. Indian Police Journal, Vol. LV, No.1, January-March, 2008.

(vii)Examination of one Million Dollar Note -A case study. Indian Police
Journal July-Sept. 2013

(vii)Examination of one Million Euro Note-A case study. CBI Bulletin. April-
June, 2014.

(viii) Examination of disputed Visa in international passport. Indian Police
Journal, October-December, 2014.

(ix) The characteristics of some muzzle loading country made firearms and
their projectiles, AFTE Journal- Volume 47 Number 4, Fall 2015, USA,

(x) Analysis of Original and Fake Indian 500 denomination notes by Scanning
Electron Microscopy and Spectroscopy.

(xi) Journal of Advanced Microscopy Research, Vol 10, 1-3, 2015 (Printed
in USA). AFTE Journal-Vol. 48 Number 1, Winter 2016, USA.

(xii) Study on 50 year old unearthed ammunition. AFTE Journal-Vol. 48
Number 1,Winter 2016, USA.

(xiii) Forensic examination of 5 decades ammunition found beneath the soil,
Under Communication.

(xiv) Counterfeit Gold coin crime - A Case study. Indian Police Journal,
Accepted for publication.

(xv) Genetic diversity of autosomal STRs in eleven populations of India.
Forensic Science International: Genetics, 5 (2011) 259-251.

(xv) Genetic Diversity of 17 y short tandem repeats in Indian population.
Forensic Science International: Genetics, 5 (2011), 363-367.
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Technological Innovation by West Bengal SFSL

Title of Technological Innovation

Internal Data Tracking system (IDTS) developed for live tracking of
Forensic Database- a smart and green approach to track forensic related
documents and status of the examination in a single click.

Name and Address of the Organization Conducting Innovation

State Forensic Science Laboratory,
Govt. of West Bengal, Kolkata.

Nodal Officer to be Contacted

Dr. Mir Wasim Raja,
Senior Scientific Officer
Mob.: 9038089503
E-mail: drmwraja2011@gmail.com

Brief Summary of the Project under the Following Headings
(a) The Problem

• Difficult to maintain the hard copies of docket forensic reports, dates,
different FORMS used during the examination of the dockets.

• Difficult to maintain hard copy register and proper documentation of all
crucial information related to the case such as, Police case number
deceased name police station, forwarding authority. IPC sections related
to case and other crucial data bases etc.

• Time consuming approach to find out hard copy dockets of older cases.

• Difficult to minimize the human delay for reporting of cases.

• Status of forensic report.
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• Summarization of yearly FSL statistical database based on nature of
cases, different IPC sections, number of dockets examined, number of
reports pending etc.

• Difficult to maintain multiple hard copy register related to examination
and reporting.

(b) Solution and Key benefits

• Smart maintenance of forensic data bases.

• No need of multiple hard copy register.

• Status of forensic report can be achieved in one click.

• Soft data base can be accessed anywhere by the concerned authority.

• Police station could be connected with the main forensic data server to
know the live update of the forensic reports.

• Easy to prepare statistical reports based on cases, nature of the cases
IPC sections etc.

• Forensic reports are stored in the soft library and can be accessed by
the concerned authority at any time with proper log.

• Individual forensic experts have their own database and soft page to
make soft copy reports.

• A green approach which will reduce the use of multiple hard copy
registers, forms, reports etc.

(c) Actors and Stake Holders

Forensic Science Laboratory, Kolkata.

(d)   Strategic Implementation

Can be installed in all FSLs in the country for making green FSLs.

(e) Overcoming obstacles
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(f) Use of resource

(g) Sustainability and transferability

Software can be installed an all FSLs for internal operation.

(h) Lesson learnt

A smart system with easy data maintenance.
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